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ABSTRACT 
Determinacy and Multiplayer Games
by
Christine Lee MeKenna
Dr. Derriek DuBose, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
In the field of set theory, two-player infinite games of perfect information are well 
studied. The determinacy of various classes of such games have led to many important 
results. Furthermore, such determinacy follows from large cardinal axioms. In this 
thesis, we are instead interested in such infinite games with more than two players. With 
the study of two-player games being so fruitful, why aren’t such infinite games studied 
with more than two players?
One difficulty in proving determinacy is that players need not play in any reasonable 
manner: A player may actually play a move that immediately results in a winning 
strategy or even an instant win for another player, even when such a move need not be 
played. We note that this leads to nondetermined games of extremely low complexity 
with three players, four players, five players, etc. However, we obtain determinacy of 
multiplayer games in which all but one player has an open payoff set and in which certain 
conditions are placed on certain player’s moves: certain players will not be allowed to 
make a move that immediately results in a winning strategy for certain other players 
whenever such a move exists.
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PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
Our research questions arise from the field of determinacy and set theory in which 
typically one studies two-person infinite games of perfect information. The determinacy 
of various classes of such games have led to many important results (Lebesgue 
measurability, the Baire property, and selection principles for certain sets). Furthermore, 
such determinacy follows from large cardinal axioms and level-by-level correspondences 
between large cardinals and determinacy of various definable classes of games are well- 
known.
First let’s review infinite games of perfect information. We shall describe a play in 
such a game, the length of the game, the payoff sets for the game, etc. An infinite game 
of perfect information on a set X  is infinite since there are infinitely many moves, which 
can be denoted by /(O ) , /(1 ) , / ( 2 ) , /(3 ) ,... that are played. These moves are to be 
chosen from the set X , i.e. / ( / )  e X  for every ieco }  If a game has a finite number n 
of players, then the first player plays /(0 ) , / (n), / (2n), / (3n),. . ., and more generally, 
the A:'* player plays f  (k -  \), f  (n + k - 1), / (2n + A: -1), / (3n + A: -1 ),.... A play of an 
infinite game of perfect information with length can be thought of as a function /  
from 0) into X , that is, /  e X®. The fimction /  is defined by the players “taking turns” 
choosing an element from the set X  (to play as moves). In this thesis, we are interested 
in games in which the moves are from the natural numbers. Player I chooses f ( 0 ) e X
It is standard that (o denotes the set of natural numbers: {o, 1, 2, 3, . . .}.
VI
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first, then player II ehooses / ( I )  € X , player III ehooses / (2 )  e  X , and this continues 
until the last player (the player) selects / ( «  -1) e X . Together these first n moves 
make up the first inning of play. Following the first inning of play, the second inning of 
play starts with player I selecting / ( « )  e X , and continues in the obvious maimer until
the last player plays / ( «  -1) e X  . The /'* inning of play is defined analogously.
Associated with this game are payoff sets for the players. Each payoff set is a 
collection of functions from co into X . Suppose A^, A^ respectively denote the
payoff sets of player I, II, III, etc. Then each A. ç  X® . Player I wins the game if the 
resulting play /  is in I’s payoff set yf, ; that is, player I wins the game iff f  & A^. More 
generally, the k'*' player wins the game iff f  & A,^. We do not allow for ties so that we
require the payoff sets to be pairwise disjoint, i.e. j  => A ̂ r\Aj  =(Zi and =X®.
/=i
The game is said to be of perfect information since at any point in the game, each 
player has full knowledge of all the previous moves in the game and of each player’s 
payoff set. This fact is important when describing strategies and winning strategies for a 
given player, cr is a strategy for player I if cr defines a move for player I in terms of the 
previous moves in the game. More generally, cr is a strategy for the k"" player if cr 
defines a move for the k'^ player in terms of the previous moves in the game. “A play 
/  ="(/(0)5/OX---^/("X- -» /(2«),-- -) is according to a strategy cr for the k'^ player” 
has the obvious meaning:
/ ( ? )  = (7- ( /(0 ) , / ( 1),..., / ( y  - 1)) whenever / (y )  is a move for the U* player.
In that case, j  = in + k - \ ,  where / +1 is the inning in which / {j) is played. Hence:
Vll
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/ (m  + A:-l) = o - ( /(0) , / ( l ) , . . . , / ( /«  + A:-2)) for /e<y.
A strategy cr is a winning strategy for the k'^ player if for all /  e X® that is according 
to (T, /  e (in which ease, the A:'* player wins the game). A game is said to be 
determined if one of the players has a winning strategy for the game.
We are naturally interested in the complexity of the payoff sets, as determinacy is 
more likely to hold for games with payoff sets of low complexity. In two-player infinite 
games of perfect information, determinacy has been proven for games with somewhat 
“complex” payoff sets.
One difficulty in proving determinacy is that players need not play in any reasonable 
manner: A player may actually play a move that immediately results in a winning 
strategy or even an instant win for another player, even when such a move need not be 
played. This leads to nondetermined games of extremely low complexity with three 
players, four players, five players, etc. (see Chapter 1). However, in this thesis, we still 
obtain determinacy of certain multiplayer games by introducing some restrictions on 
certain players’ moves. Certain players will not be allowed to make a move that 
immediately results in a wiiming strategy for certain other players. For the multiplayer 
games for which we obtain determinacy in this thesis, the payoff sets of all but one player 
will be open (defined below).
A payoff set A ç  X® is open iff there is a collection |  p̂  | i e of positions in the
game such that A is exactly all plays that extend some position in D:
f  ^  A iff e Z) (p Ç / ) .
A game is open for a player if that player has an open payoff set. In this case, if such a 
player wins the game, this is known at some position in the game, as that player had
Vlll
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extended some position in D. Further, the converse holds, as a player with open payoff 
must extend some position in D or otherwise lose the game. Typically payoff sets are 
more complex than open, and one doesn’t know if the play is in a payoff set until the 
entire play is complete.
Gale and Stewart [GS53] showed that all infinite two-player games of perfect 
information which are open for one of the players are determined. Many other interesting 
results are well-known about the determinacy of two-player games. Excellent references 
for material on determinacy include: Chapter 6 of Descriptive Set Theory by Yiannis N. 
Moschovakis [M08O], Chapter 6 of The Higher Infinite, Second Edition, by Akihiro 
Kanamori [Ka03], Classical Descriptive Set Theory by Alexander S. Keehris [Ke95], 
Donald A. Martin’s upcoming book on determinacy [Ma0 0 ], and the paper “Long 
Games” by John R. Steel [St88].
It is well-known that associated with an open payoff set for a player X, one can define 
ordinals of positions, ORD  ̂. This is presented in Chapter 2. ORD  ̂ can be used to define
a winning strategy for player X whenever a position is reached that is in ORD^ .̂ For 
certain players X and Y, we shall require that player Y plays moves that are not in ORD  ̂
whenever such a move exists. (This may be viewed as a natural requirement, because 
otherwise if  player Y plays a move resulting in a position with an ORD^- value, then
player X has a winning strategy for the remainder of the game.) We obtain determinacy 
of multiplayer games in which all but one player has open payoff, by adding this type of
IX
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“non-helping” requirements to the game? A corollary to the result is;
In Chapter 3, we prove determinacy of such three-player games which are open for 
players I and II by adding three such “non-helping” conditions. In Chapter 4 we show 
that determinacy cannot be proved if we drop any one of these three conditions. In 
Chapter 5, we show that the Chapter 3 result carries over when the three-player game is 
open for any two of the players. We generalize the Chapter 5 determinacy result to any 
finite number of players in Chapter 6 . In Chapter 1, we present nondetermined 
multiplayer games of low complexity. In Chapter 2, we present the definition of ordinals 
of positions and use it to prove some determinacy as a warm-up for the later results.
The following is a nice corollary to the determinacy results in this thesis:
Corollary 6.6. Determined is any infinite finite-player game of perfect information in 
which:
1 At most one player has a payoff set that is not open,
2 At every position, there is a move m such that at the resulting position, not
player other than possibly the player making the move m has a winning 
strategy, and
3 Each player is required to make such a move m.
We actually show a stronger determinacy result (see Theorem 6.3) than Corollary 6.6 
But the above corollary is more easily cited, as it doesn’t require the reader to look at the 
definitions of our “non-helping” conditions?
 ̂We emphasize “type” because we shall need to use a “restricted” version of ORD,j, instead of ORD̂  in 
many of our non-helping requirements. Our restricted version o f ORD̂  is obtained by restricting the 
quantifiers in the usual definition of ORD,j to a certain set (such a set will be the collection of positions
whose initial segments are all out of the “restricted” ordinal for another player).
 ̂The non-helping conditions though “give” stronger results.
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CHAPTER 1
NONDETERMINACY OF MULTIPLAYER GAMES 
Even though the axiom of choice implies that some two player games are not 
determined, it is well known that two-player games of perfect information in which the 
payoff sets are sufficiently definable are determined. In fact, Donald A. Martin [Ma75] 
proved all Borel games are determined, and he and others proved that the existence of 
very large cardinals implies the determinacy of projective sets [MS89]. In fact to obtain a 
nondetermined two-player game requires the use of the Axiom of Choice. One might 
anticipate a similar situation regarding determinacy for three-player games. This turns 
out not to be the ease! In this section we prove that some very simple three player games 
are not determined. Initially we present a nondetermined three-player game with only 
one move, and then present a nondetermined three-player game with at most one inning 
of play. We then generalize these results to games with more players.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a nondetermined three-player game. In fact, V set E  with 
[jFI > 2 there exists a nondetermined three-player game on E with exactly one move and 
in which player I has empty payoff.
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Proof. Pick an arbitrary set E  with |£ | > 2. We describe a three player game G o n E  and
show G is not determined. Player I has empty payoff. Let a s  E . Player II wins G iff 
player I’s first move is a. Therefore player III wins G iff player I’s first move is not a.
Claim. This game G is not determined.
Since player I has empty payoff, any play y  according to any strategy for player I 
cannot be a win for player I. Therefore, player I has no winning strategy.
Any strategy cr, for player II cannot be a winning strategy since any play y  that is 
according to cr in which player Ts first move is not a  is a loss for player II. Therefore 
player II has no winning strategy.
Similarly, player III has no winning strategy since any play y  in which player Ts 
first move is a is a loss for player III, regardless of whether y  is according to some 
strategy for player III.
Thus the game is not determined. □  (Theorem 1.1)
In Theorem 1.1, player I could not win, but decided the winner through his move. 
Next we show that any one of the players could be the decision maker of the game in the 
first inning of play.
Theorem 1.2. Let £  be a set with a least two elements. VX e {l, II, III} there exists a
nondetermined three-player game on E  with at most one inning of play and in which 
player X has empty payoff.
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Proof. Pick an arbitrary set E with |£ | > 2. We describe a three player game G on £  and
show G is not determined. Let a e E . Let X, Y and Z be players I, II and III (in any 
order). Player X has empty payoff set. Player Y wins G iff player X’s first move is a. 
Player Z wins G iff player X’s first move is not a.
Claim. This game G is not determined.
Since player X has empty payoff, any play j) according to any strategy for player X 
cannot be a win for player X. Therefore, player X has no winning strategy.
Any strategy a , is not a winning strategy for player Y since any play y  that is 
according to a  in which player X’s first move is not a, is a loss for player Y. Therefore, 
player Y has no winning strategy.
Similarly, player Z has no winning strategy since any play y  in which player X’s 
first move is a is a loss for player Z, regardless of whether y  is according to some 
strategy for player Z.
Thus the game is not determined. □  (Theorem 1.2)
The proof o f Theorem 1.2 goes through even if we add additional players who have 
empty payoff. If £  is a set with at least two elements and /c is any ordinal greater than or 
equal to three, then there exists a nondetermined k - player game on £  in which only two 
players have nonempty payoff sets and at least one player with empty payoff makes a 
move. The player with the move decides the winner between the two players with 
nonempty payoff. We now state this result in Theorem 1.3 and shall use this result in 
Theorem 1.5.
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Theorem 1.3. Let E  be any set with at least two elements. Let k  be any ordinal > 3. 
Then there exists a nondetermined k -  player game on E  (in whieh exactly two players 
have nonempty payoff and in whieh one player with empty payoff makes a move).
Proof. Pick an arbitrary set E  with |£| > 2 . Let k  be any ordinal > 3. We describe a
K- player game G on £  and show G is not determined. Let a & E . Pick any three players 
X, Y, and Z from the k  players. Let X have empty payoff and let player X make a move 
m. Player Y wins iff m = a . Player Z wins iff m ^ a .  Since only player Y and Z have 
nonempty payoff, no other player can win. Since player X decides which of the players 
Y or Z wins, neither player Y nor Z has a winning strategy (as in proof of Theorem 1.2).
□  (Theorem 1.3)
In the games from Theorems 1 .1 ,1.2 and 1.3, only two players had nonempty payoff. 
Also in those games we had a player who could not win (due to having an empty payoff 
set) decide the winner through his move, making all other moves irrelevant. One can use 
this to get, for any ordinal k  greater than or equal to three, nondetermined ic- player 
games in whieh all but one player has nonempty payoff.
Theorem 1.4. Let k  be any ordinal > 3. There exists a nondetermined a:-player game. 
In fact, for any set £  with |£ | > k  there exists a nondetermined player game on £  with 
exactly one move.
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Proof. Let k  be any ordinal > 3 and let | / < /cj e  £ .  Let | be the sequence 
of K players, in order of play, so that the player X̂ , is the first player. Let player X,, 
have empty payoff. If his first move is e, for 2<i  < k then player X̂  wins. Otherwise, 
player X, wins. Player Xg can make any player other than himself win through his first 
move. Therefore, since player Xg can’t win, no player can have a winning strategy (by 
the argument in Theorem 1.1). □  (Theorem 1.4)
A slight adjustment to the proof of Theorem 1.4 shows that for any set £, there exists 
a nondetermined (|£ | + 1) -player game on £; Again let player Xg have empty payoff;
but for 1 < /■ < If , let player X, win iff player Xg plays e ,. Otherwise player X^ wins.
In Theorem 1.5, we provide nondetermined k  -player games in whieh all but two 
payoff sets are empty. In the nondetermined games of Theorem 1.4, we eliminated 
having so many empty payoff sets (only one empty payoff set) but in exchange played on 
a large set (if the number of players is large). We next consider the possibility of playing 
on a small set (possibly of size 2) and having “several” nonempty payoff sets (possibly
'2#  o f  players making a  m ove ^
Next we present a generalized proof of nondetermined k - player games for any 
ordinal k  greater than or equal to three in whieh we have at least three players making 
relevant moves. The payoff sets are defined by the permutations of the moves made by 
three named players from a set of at least two elements. These games have a possibility 
of more than one player heing able to determine who wins, and that player need not have 
an empty payoff.
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Theorem 1.5. Let E  be any set with |£| > 2 and let k be any ordinal > 3. There is a 
nondetermined at-player game on £  in which at least three players each make (at least) 
one move and at least two and not more than 2  ̂ players have nonempty payoff sets.’
Proof. Pick an arbitrary set £  with |£ | > 2. We shall describe a game G that depends on
£  with K players in which the number of players with nonempty payoff sets is at least 
two but no more than eight. At least three players will each make (at least) one move.
All moves are from the set £. The situation in which two players have nonempty payoff 
is handled as a special (separate) case.
If exactly two players have nonempty payoff, then the proof of Theorem 1.3 gives us 
our result. In this ease, one of the three players making a move has empty payoff and that 
player decides through his move which of the two players with nonempty payoff wins.
By the proof of Theorem 1.3, this game is not determined. Since the case in which 
exactly two players have nonempty payoff is done, we shall assume we have at least three 
players with nonempty payoff for the remainder of the proof. The nonempty payoff sets 
for this case will be defined after we provide suitable information.
Let 17 < be the sequence of k  players in order of play. Since there are at least
three players to make a move, 3a ,  fi, y  such that Q<a < p  <y  < k  , and players X„ ,
X ^, and X^ each make at least one move. Let f { w f ) ,  f { y p ) , s n à  f i z f i  respectively
’ If exactly two players have nonempty payoff sets, this theorem can be strengthened (see Theorem 1.3) in 
that we only need a third player to make a move (not three players total to make moves).
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denote a move of players X „ , X ^ , and X^ .
Let S  designate the number of players with nonempty payoff sets. Recall 3 < 5  < 8 
(and that we have already provided the proof for S  = 2).  Let X ^ , X^^, Xp^, • • •, X^^
enumerate those players having nonempty payoff sets, in any order for whieh p ^ - a  if 
Xg, has nonempty payoff (any order if X^ has empty payoff). The nonempty payoff 
sets for these players will be defined in terms of sets A ,., whieh we define next. Recall 
that |£| >2  so that 3 a,b e E such that a ^ b  .
Let
^1 “ df
^ 2  “ df  
^ 3  ~ d f
^ 4  ~ d f
^ 5  “ df
^ 6  ~ d f
^ 7  “ df
^ 8  ~ d f
{plays f \ f { w ^ )  = a A f { y p ) ^ a A f { z f i  = a 
{plays / 1 /(Wg ) = a A f { y p ) = a a  f { z ^  ) ^  a  
{plays / 1 /(Wg ) = « A f { y p  a  a  f { z ^  ) = a 
{plays f \ f { w „ )  = a A f { y p ) ^ a A f { z f i ^ a  
{plays f \ f { w ^ ) ^ a A f { y p )  = a A f { z f i  = a 
{plays / | / ( W g ) # a A / ( y ^ )  = a A / (Z y )# a  
{plays a A  f { y  p ) ^  a  A  f  { z ^ )  =  a
{plays f \ f { w ^ ) ^ a A f { y p ) ^ a A f { z ^ ) i t a
In assigning nonempty payoff sets to the S  players in terms of the A / s ,  consider
two cases: .S > 5 and <S < 4 :
Case 1 : If <S > 5, then:
(i) Payoff set {x^^ ) = for w < «S, and
Ŵhere =q^K + a  for some e {o , l , 2 , . . . } , where j p  =qpK + P  for some e {0,1,2,. . .}, and 
where =q^K + y  for some q^ e{ 0, l ,2 , . . . }  .
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(ii) Payoff set = -
Case 2: If 5  < 4 , then:
(i) Payoff set ) = ^m fo rm < » S -l, and
(ii) Payoff set (Xp^  ̂  ̂= A^_^uAgU---KjA^,  and
(iii) Payoff set {x^^ j = U---U Wg
In either case, payoff set (Xp  ̂  ̂ will be either a subset of
A , u A , u A , u A ^  = (plays f \  player Xg plays / (Wg) = a]
or a subset of
A ; U A ^ u A ^ u A g  ^  (plays / 1 player Xg plays /(Wg ) ^  a) ?
Therefore, if  p ^ ^ a ,  player Xg can make player Xn lose by playing an appropriate 
value for / (Wg). If player Xg has nonempty payoff, then p^= a  (by our definition of 
Pi),
* Claim 1. y  a  < k  :
Payoff set ( X g )  ç  W, or Payoff set ( X g )  c  <u u  Ay u  Ag .
Proof. Pick an a  < K .
Claim 1 clearly holds if  payoff set (Xg )  = 0  . Also Claim 1 holds for Case l-(i) and Case 2-(i), since
payoffset (Xp^) = .4„,.
In Case l-(ii), S > 5  and payoff set (Xp^ A^ '^■■■uAg œ A  ̂ A g .
In Case 2-(ii), 5  < 4 and payoff set ( x ^  , ) ^df 4^ , u - U y t   ̂ ç  4̂, u - - Uy 4  4 .
In Case 2-(iii), 5  < 4 and payoff set (Xp^ j = 4̂  /4 5 u  ••• u  y4 g. □  (Claim 1)
Since A j U A y ' ^ A ^ ' ^ A ^  ç  {plays f \  / (Wg) = a} and 
A ^ u A  ^<uAy (JAg Œ {plays / |  a} , by Claim 1 we get:
Claim 2. \ / a < i c :
Payoff set (Xg ) c  {plays f \  f (w^  ) = a} or Payoff set (Xg ) ç  {plays f \  f ( w /  # a) .
8
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payoff set (X„ ) = payoff set (X pJ = 4̂ ; e  {plays/1  /  ) = f ( z ^  ) = o},
and players X . and X^ ean make player X„ lose by one or both playing anything
different from a. Players other than X . for 1 < f  < 5  have empty payoff and therefore
always lose. Consequently, no player ean have a winning strategy. For readers who 
require more details, we prove the following;
Claim. The game G is not determined.
Pick an arbitrary player X, where 0<i  < k and pick an arbitrary strategy s, for
player X^. We will show s, is not a winning strategy, i.e. there exists a play /  
according to s, such that /  g payoff set (X, ) .
Case 1 ; Let p(  for all 1 < f < «S, i.e. payoff set (X, ) = 0  .
Let y be a play according to s , . Since X, has empty payoff, y is a loss for player 
X ,. Therefore, s, is not a winning strategy.
Case2: Let i = p^ for some 1 < f < «S and i ^ a . (Recall S >3 . )
Recall Xy,, Xp^, Xp^, , X^^ are the players with nonempty payoff. Since i y^a,
player X» is different from player X„ . By the definition of the payoff sets,
payoff (Xp ) e  (p lays/|/(W g) -  a} or payoff (Xp ) e  {p lays/|/(W g)# a ] .
First, suppose payoff set (Xp ) ç  {plays f \ f { w / ~  a } . Let /  be a play according to 
So in whieh player Xg plays /(W g )^ a . Then /  ^ payoff set (Xp^) and therefore /  isa  
loss for player Xp . Therefore, Sp is not a winning strategy for player Xp .
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Next, suppose payoff set (Xp ) ç  {plays/|/(W g ) . Let /  be a play according to
S» in whieh player X„ plays / (w^ ) = « - Then /  g payoff set ( Xp /  and therefore /  is a 
loss for player X» . Therefore, s^ is not a winning strategy for player Xy,.
Consequently, in both eases, since i = p^,  s, is not a winning strategy.
Case 3: Let i = P(,  for some 1 < f < 5  and i = a . (Recall 5  > 3.)
Since a -  i = p^ for some l < f < 5 ,  £ = l and a  = i = p̂  by definition of the p ^. 
Therefore player X„ (i.e. X ) has payoff set X,.
Let /  be a play according to s„ in whieh player Xp  plays / (yp) y- a and/or player 
Xy plays f ( z / * a .  Since ç  (plays/1 f ( y p )  = f ( z /  = a Y  /  g payoff set (Xg) and
/  is a loss for player Xg . Therefore, Sg is not a winning strategy for player Xg (i.e. s, 
is not a winning strategy).
In summary, s, is not a winning strategy. Since s, is an arbitrary strategy for player
X, and i was arbitrary, the game is not determined. □  (Theorem 1.5)
In Theorem 1.5 we had at least three players each making a move in a nondetermined 
K- player game played on a small set (possibly of size 2). In Theorem 1.6 we generalize 
a nondetermined k- player game in whieh there are at least n players each making a move 
on a small se t, (where n is greater than or equal to three), and in whieh there are at most 
2” nonempty payoff sets.
10
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Theorem 1.6. Let » be a finite number > 3, let at be an ordinal > n , and let E  be any set 
with |£| > 2 . There is a nondetermined k -  player game on E  in which at least n players
each make (at least) one move and at least two and not more than 2” players have 
nonempty payoff sets.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 1.5: just replace 3 by n. 
We still handle the ease in whieh exactly two players have nonempty payoff as a separate 
special case, as we did in Theorem 1.5.
Pick an arbitrary set E  with |£ | > 2. We shall describe a game G that depends on E 
with K players in whieh the number of players with nonempty payoff sets is at least two 
but no more than 2". At least n players will each make (at least) one move. All moves 
are from the set E.
As indicated in the proof of Theorem 1.5, if exactly two players have nonempty 
payoff, then the proof of Theorem 1.3 gives us our result. In this ease, since « > 3, one 
of the n players making a move has empty payoff and that player decides through his 
move whieh of the two players with nonempty payoff wins. By the proof of Theorem 
1.3, this game is not determined. Since the ease in whieh exactly two players have 
nonempty payoff is done, we shall assume we have at least three players with nonempty 
payoff for the remainder of the proof. The nonempty payoff sets for this ease will be 
defined after we provide suitable information.
Let ^X, I 7 < be the sequence of k  players in order of play. Since there are at least 
n players to make a move, 3 y(l), j'(n) such that
11
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0 < y(l) < y(2) < • • • < j{n  - 1) < j ( r i )<K, and for \ < h <n ,  player ) makes at least 
one move ?
Let S  designate the number of players with nonempty payoff sets. Recall 3 < S < 2 "  
(as we have already provided the proof for S  = 2 ). Let X ^ , Xn , X ^ , X n  enumerate
those players having nonempty payoff sets, in any order for whieh />, = y(l) if  has 
nonempty payoff (any order if  X̂ ,̂̂  has empty payoff). The nonempty payoff sets will 
be defined in terms of sets , which we define next. Recall that |£ | >2  so that 
3 a , be  E  such that a ^b .  Therefore for \ < h < n  the move /  (wph/ of a player 
will be either fiyvph / = « or *a.  VR = (R,, R^, Rg, , R„) e {=, let
D& = {plays /|/(w ^(„)R ,a, /(w^(,,)R2a, /(w^(3))R3a,. ., /(w^(„,)Rga}
= {plays f \ \ f h < n  /(w ,„„)R,,a}.
The set {(=, R ,, R ,, R^, , R,,)| each R,,(2 < /?<«) is either = or has size 2”"’
so that 2”“’ is the number of r, ... r > io which R, is = , so let
Aj,  Ay,  Aj,---,  Â „_, enumerate these R ,̂R ,̂R ,̂..., R.)'^- Similarly, the set 
{(?!:, R ,, Rg, R^,- -, R„)| each R,,(2 < A < ») is either = or j/  has size 2” ’, so let
' ^ 2" enumerate these ^ / s .
In assigning nonempty payoff sets to the S  players in terms of the A / s ,  consider 
two cases: S  > 2”“' +1 and S  < 2" ’ :
Where for some e  {0,1,2,...} ,
12
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Case 1: If 5 > 2 " ''+ l ,  then
(i) Payoff set {x^^ ) = for m < S , and
(ii) Payoff set (X ^ J  = 'Uv4^.
Case 2: If 5  < 2"-', then
(i) Payoff set {X ^ j =-4„, for m < S - - 1 , and
(ii) Payoff set (x^^ J : ' - ' 4  ^
(iii) Payoff set {x^^ j =■̂ yn->+1 * ^ 4 "-'+2 u  — u
or
In either ease, payoff set j will be either
(a) a subset of .4  ̂ u - - - u A  ç  {plays / |  player X^,,, plays / ( W p /  = a |
(b) a subset of A u • • • u  X ç  {plays / |  player X^„, plays a} ?
 ̂Claim 1. Vor</r:
Payoff set ( X g ) c  .4, u 4 ;  u -  -Uv4y_, , or Payoff set ( X ^ )  c  A '^ ^ 2"-'+2 '
Proof. Pick an a  < AT .
Claim 1 clearly holds if payoff set (X^ ) = 0  . Also Claim 1 holds for Case l-(i) and Case 2-(ii) since 
payoff set =
In Case l-(ii), payoff set {Xp^ j ( j -- -uA^^ £ 4 ^ ^ ,   ̂u - ” U.4^^ for 5  > 2"“' + I .
In Case 2-(ii), payoff set , )  "df ^ ̂  , v  , ç  u  ,4  ̂ u---Uy4^„ , for <S < 2" ' .
In Case 2-(iii), payoff set A . □  (Claim 1)
Since .4J u A ^  u---u.4^„_, {plays/ [/ (w^,, ,)  = a} and
4^„_, ĵ u.4^„_,^^ u---u.4^„ c  {plays #  a} , by Claim 1 we get;
Claim 2. V or < at :
Payoff set ( X , ) c  {plays/| /(w.^,^) = o} or Payoff set (X_J ç  {plays/ | /(w^,„) .
13
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Therefore, if p , y  7(1), player ean make player X lose by playing an appropriate 
value for / :  f  ^  a in case (a) or / =  a in case (b) If player X̂ .q̂  has 
nonempty payoff, then p, = j(Y) (by our definition of p, ),
payoff set (X^(,J = payoff set (X^ ) =
A , Ç {plays / |  each R„(2 <h<n)  is = | .
Therefore, payoff set ( x  ,„, ) ç  {plays / |/ ( w ,( , , )  = / { W p /  = • • • = /(w „„)) = a\  so that 
any player X̂ ^̂  ̂ for 2 < h < n  ean make player X̂ ,̂, lose by playing anything different 
from a. Players other than for 1 < f < <S have empty payoff and therefore always
lose. Consequently, no player can have a winning strategy. For readers who require 
more details we prove the following:
Claim. The game G is not determined.
Pick an arbitrary player X, where 0 < / < at and pick an arbitrary strategy s, for 
player X ,. We will show s, is not a winning strategy, i.e. there exists a play ÿ  
according to s, such that ÿ  g payoff set (X, ).
Case 1 : Let i ^  p,  for all 1 < f < »S, i.e. payoff set (X, ) = 0 .
Let /  be a play according to s , . Since X, has empty payoff, /  is a loss for player 
X ;. Therefore, S; is not a winning strategy.
Case 2: Let i = p^ for some 1 < f  < <S and i y- y (l) . (Recall <S > 3.)
14
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Recall Xp , , X ^ , • • ■, X^  ̂ are the players with nonempty payoff. Since i ^  y (1),
player X is different from player X^^,,. By the definition of the payoff sets,
payoff(Xp^ ) Ç {plays/|/(w ^„)) = a} or payoff(x,^ ) e  |p lays/|/(w ^„ ,) ^  a } .
First, suppose payoff set (x^, ) ç  | p l a y s = a | . Let y be a play aecording
to ŝ  ̂ inwhieh player X̂ ,̂) plays Then y  g payoff set and
therefore y is a loss for player X . Therefore, s is not a winning strategy for player.
Next, suppose payoff set (x^, ) g  jp lays/|/(w ^„ ,) # a | . Let y  he a play according 
to Sp̂  in which player X̂ (,̂  plays f(y/.^y^ = a .  Then y g payoff set (x^  ) and therefore 
jp is a loss for player X^^. Therefore, ŝ  ̂ is not a winning strategy for player X^^.
Consequently, in both cases, since i = p , , s, is not a winning strategy.
Case 3: Let i -  for some 1 < £ < «S and i = j'(l) . (Recall 5  > 3.)
Since y(l) - i  = p^ for some 1 < ^ < 5 ,  £ = \ and j(Y) = i = p  ̂ by the definition of the 
Pf . Therefore player X̂ ,̂) (i.e. X̂ _ ) has payoff set W,.
Let ÿ be a play according to ŝ ĵ̂  in which any player X̂ ^̂  ̂ for 2 < h < n  plays 
Since
A , g  {plays / | / ( w ,( , , )  = /(w .o ,) = /(w „ 4)) = '"  = = «} ,
then y ^payoff set (X^(,j) and y is a loss for player X . Therefore, ŝ ^̂  is not a 
winning strategy (i.e. s, is not a winning strategy).
15
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In summary, ŝ  is not a winning strategy. Since s, is an arbitrary strategy for player 
X, and i was arbitrary, the game is not determined. □  (Theorem 1.6)
16
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CHAPTER 2
DETERMINANCY OF A THREE-PLAYER BIASED 
GAME: A WARM-UP
Chapter 2 consists of two subsections. Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. In Section 2.1 we 
review standard material that will be used later in Seetion 2.2.
In Seetion 2.1 we review a proof of the determinacy of two-player open games. The 
proof we review involves ordinals of a position. We shall need the notion of an ordinal 
of a position to define our three-player biased open games. We shall also need the 
standard teehniques involving ordinals of a position to prove determinacy for certain 
biased games introduced in Seetion 2.2 and Chapter 3.
In Section 2.2, we make our first attempt at proving the determinacy of certain three- 
player biased open games. We generalize our determinacy result of Seetion 2.2 in 
Chapter 3. A main difference in the games in Section 2.2 and Chapter 3 is that one of the 
players has empty payoff set. In Section 2.2 we introduce the eoncept of a player “not 
helping” another player. In this game the player with the empty payoff set is not allowed 
to help the player with the open payoff set.
17
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Section 2.1
Suppose there is a set of positions that player I “should find desirable” to reach, 
whereas player II finds these positions “undesirable”.’ We shall show in Theorem 2.1 
that there is a particular property about the empty position ( ) such that:
o  Player I has a strategy to reach one of the desirable positions when this property 
holds for ( ).
o Player II has a strategy to avoid all of these positions desirable for player I when 
this property fails for ( ).
We now build up to defining this property.
Definition 2.1. Definition of ordinals of a position in two-player games.
Let D be a collection of positions.^ We assign certain positions an ordinal value with 
respect to D as follows:
(i) A  position p  has ORD^O (ordinal zero with respect to D ) iff p  extends some 
position in D (possibly p &D) ,
(ii) p  = {üQ, a ,,..., â „_y) has ORD^/î iff
3/(2n) = aj„[p^{ f (2n) )  has ORD  ̂< / ) ] ,
’ Such a set of positions occurs when we consider open games. If A is open, then there exists positions 
f , ,  p^, p , , . . .  such that:
/ e ^ i f f a / A c / .
Player I wins the open game A exactly in the case in which one of the p. ’s has been reached. If both 
players wish to win the game A, then player 1 would find reaching one o f the p. ’s desirable, whereas 
player 11 would find this undesirable (as reaching such a p. results in a win for 1 and a loss for 11). Another
example o f this occurs when we consider the collection o f positions p. at which player I has a winning
strategy for the remainder of the game B (even if B is not open).
 ̂Possibly these are positions player 1 finds desirable.
18
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(iii) A = («0 > «1 » • • • » «2„-i, «2„ ) has ORD^A iff
yA(2n+l) = 0 2 ,^,[A'^(/(2 »-H)) hasORD^ < A].
Let p  e  ORDqA iff P has ordinal P  with respect to D. Let p  e  ORD  ̂ iff A e ORD^A 
for some ordinal p .  Also let ORD^(A )^  (read: ordinal of p  converges) iff A G ORD^. 
Let ORDo(A)t (read: ordinal of p  diverges) iff As^ORD^. □
Typically we drop the D in ORD  ̂ and ORD^A, as D will be clear from the context.
The following is clear from the definition of ORDjjO.
Fact 2.2. If the ORDg (oq, a ,,..., a ^ ) i  and ORDg(aQ, a ,,..., a„) = 0 ,then
any position that extends Oj,..., a„) also has ORDpO. □ (F act 2.2)
Theorem 2.3. Let D be a collection of positions. If ( ) e ORD^, then player I has a
strategy to reach a position (in any two-player game) which has ORD^O and therefore a
position in D  is reached when player I follows this strategy. If ( ORD^, then player II
has a strategy to keep all positions from having an ordinal and in particular from being in 
D  so that any play according to this strategy is not in the open set generated by D.
Proof. Let D he a collection of positions in the game:
G-  ̂ "o ^2 «2„
II A ^2n+l
19
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Case 1 : Suppose ( )e O R D p .
In this case we show there exists a strategy for player I so that a position which has 
ORDpO is reached. Define a strategy for player I as follows:^
Let s(üQ, âfj,..., 02n-2’ ^2n-l)
the p  Ü2 „ if  = Ü2 „
[oR D jj^A q, Uy,..., 5
a n d  ORDg ((!(,, û(j’ — ’ ^2n-2’ ^2m- i ) '^ ’ 
a n d ORDjj( oq, (*2»-])
<O R D jj(âf(), a,,..., ^̂ 2/1-2’ ^ 2 n - l) J ’
8 otherwise, i.e.
VxJORDjj Û ] , . . . ,  02„_2, ^ 2/1-1 ) ^ ’
or ORDg (ü̂ Q, rï],—5 ^2n-i’ 5̂
OrORDp(niQ, ,.. . , ^2n-2’ ^ 2n - l) '^
an d O R D u (« o >  A ,-  -, «2h- i ,
and ORDp (ûq , A 5 • • • 5 ^2n-2 ’ ^2«-l )
— 0 RDjj(<3q, üf;, . . . ,  Ûl2n-1’ ^ ) J -
Let («0, a ,,..., a„_,, a„,...) be a legal (infinite) play according to s. We shall show 
3«[oRDD(flo, 4 , -, oJ^andORDD(oo, a ,,..., a„_,, «„) = 0] .
Claim 1. Vn e ®[oRD^ [a^, a,,.. .,  a „ _ , and either
ORDd(oo, «1,---, «„-i, «„) = 0 or 
ORDd(oo, a ,,..., a„_„ a„) R„ ORD^(og, a ,,..., a„_2, «„-i) where
 ̂In our definition of s below, we abbreviate “ the least i” by “ p i  ”. It is standard in mathematical logic to 
use p  for “the least”.
20
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j < if n is even,
|<  if  n is odd
Considering the two cases “« is even” or “« is odd”, we show by induction that Claim 
1 holds. Fix necD. We first note that ORD  ̂(og, a ,,..., a„_2, a„_, ) 4- : this follows by 
the Induction Hypothesis when n > 1 and otherwise by the assumption of Case 1 that 
( ) g O R D d .  Let X  =  ORDo(ug, A , . . . ,  a„_2 ,
Sub-case 1.1. n is even, i.e. n = 2k for some k > 0 .
Show that ORDn(ûg, a ,,..., ^2*)'^ and either
ORDi,(ao, «I, -, «2*-!, «2*) = 0 or
O R D d ( û ( o ’ , ^2*-l’ 2̂* ) ^  ORDg , <7,,..., ^24-2’ 2̂4-1 ) •
Recall ORDjj(<2q, (*24-2, ̂ 24-1)'^  and y  ORDq(<ïq, ^2k-2’ ^24-1)- ff
y = 0, then by Fact 2.2 Vx {a^, a ,,..., «24-1, has ordinal zero; in particular,
ORDp (flfg, a ,,..., «24-1, ^2k)'^ and is zero. If y > 0, then by the definition of ORD  ̂,
3x ORDg(ag, a ,,..., «24-1, -r) and
O R D d ( « q ,  ^ 1,  - ' ,  ^ 2 4 - 1 ,  <  O R D g  ( « g  ,  « ] , . . . ,  « 2 4 - 2  ,  ^24-1 )  •
By the definition of s, ORDp(«g, « ,,..., «24-1, ^24)'^ and
<ORDo(«g, « ,,..., «2t_2, «24-1) since («g, « ,,..., «2*_,, «24) is according to s.
Sub-case 1.2. n is odd, i.e. « = 2^ + 1 for some k > 0  .
Show that the ORDp(«g, « ,,..., «24, «24+1 and either
O R D d ( « o ,  « , , . . . ,  « 2 i ,  « 2 4 + 0  =  0  o r
21
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ORDd («0’ «1’--’ ^24’ 2̂4+] ) — ORDg («g, «24-1, 2̂4 ) '
Recall ORDjj(«g, Oj,..., «24-1, «24) ^ and y  ORDjj(«g, «j,..., «24-1, «24)- 
By the definition of ORD^,
VxORDg(«g, a ,,..., «2t, and is <ORDn(«g, a ,,..., «24-1, «24) = / ,  
regardless of whether y - 0  or y > 0 .  In particular ORDp(«g, «24, «24+1 )'^  and is
— ORDp(«g, « 2 4 - 1 , « 2 4  )  '
So by Sub-cases 1.1 and 1.2 we have ORDp («g, « ,,..., «„_,, «„)'!' and Claim 1 holds 
for our fixed n. Thus, Claim 1 has been shown by induction. □  (Claim 1)
By Claim 1, if ORDp(«g, « , , . . . ,  «2t_p «24)  ^  0 , then
O R D j 2 ( « g ,  « ; , . . . ,  « 2 t _ l ,  « 2 4 )
<  ORDg («g ,  « ] ,  ,  « 2 t _ 2 ,  « 2 4 -1  )  — ORDp («g, « ] , . . . ,  « 2 /l_ 3  5 « 2 4 - 2  )  '
Hence if ORD^ («g, « , , . . . ,  « 2^_,, «24) ^ 0 , then ORDD(«g, « , , . . . ,  « 2̂ -3, « 24- 2) ^ 0  and 
ORDd («g, « J , . . . ,  « 2t _ i  ) « 2 4  )  ^  ORDg («g, « ] , . . . ,  « 2 t_ 3  5 « 2 4 - 2  )
<O R D jj(«g, « J , . . . ,  « 2 i _ 3  5 « 2 4 - 4  )  ^  ^  ORDp ( « 0  )  '
Therefore if Vk ORD^ («g, « ,,..., « 2 i _ , , « 2 4 )  ^  0, then
O R D o(«g) > O R D g(«g , « ,, « 2) > •■•
>  O R D |2 («g, « ] , . . . ,  « 2 i _ i »  « 2 4  )  ^  O R D g  («g, « | , . . . ,  « 2 i+ ] 5  « 2 4 + 2 )  ^  "
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which gives an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals. Since a decreasing sequence of 
ordinals must be finite, 3k ORD  ̂(«g, a ,,..., «2* 1’ «24) = 0 . By the definition of ORD^O
3i<2k  («g, a ,,..., a . ) e D .  
Case 2: Suppose ( ) g ORD^.
□  (Case 1)
In this case we show there exists a strategy for player II such that all positions do not 
have an ordinal. Define a strategy for player II as follows:
Let s(«g, «J,—, «2/1-1’ «2/1 )
the p  «2„+, such that
O R D d ( « g ,  «1 ’ " ’ «2/1’ « 2n + i ) ^ ’
8 otherwise, 
if there is no such «2 / 1+1 •
Let («g, «;,..., «„_,, «„,...) be a legal (infinite) play according to S.
Claim 2. V«Gro(«g, « ,,..., «„_,, «„)çfORDD.
We show by induetion that Claim 2 holds. So fix « g o . Note that
( « g ,  « „ . . . ,  « „ _ 2 ,  « „ _ , ) ^  ORDd ( ° )
as this follows by the Induction Hypothesis when « -1  g N and otherwise by the 
assumption of Case 2 that ( ) g ORDd . From this, we are to show
( « g ,  « ] , . . . ,  « „ _ , ,  «„)g ORDd (follows from ( °  )). Instead we shall show the
contrapositive: we assume ( « g ,  « ,,..., «„_,, «„)g ORDd and show
( « g ,  « , , . . . ,  « „ _ 2 ,  «„_,)€ORDd. Let /  = ORDD( « g ,  « , , . . . ,  « „ _ , ,  « „ ) .
Sub-case 2.1. n is even, i.e. n = 2k for some k > 0 .
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Since ORDp («g, «2t-i, «2* ) = ?' ’ the definition of ORDp,
ORDd («g, «24-2’ «24-1 ) and equals y + 1.
Sub-case 2.2. n is odd, i.e. n = 2k + l for some k > 0 .
Sinee ORDd («g, « ,,..., «24, «24+1 and («g, a ,,..., «24’ «24+1) is played
aceording to s, Vx ORDD («g, «i, - ’ «24’ x ) ^ .  Let ^  = sup[orDd(«o, « ,,..., «2*, %)].
Since ORDd («g, «i,- -, «24, x) <(^ for every x, by the definition of ORDd,
ORDd («g, « ,,..., «2i_i, «24)'!' and equals S .
So by Sub-cases 1.1 and 2.2 we have shown ORDd («g, « r  -’ «„_2’ «„-i)'^ follows 
from ORDd(«o, « ,,..., «„_,, a „) i  for our fixed ». Sinee ORDd («g, « ,,..., «„_2, «„_ i)t, 
ORDD («g, « „ ) t .  Thus, Claim 2 has been shown by induetion. □  (Claim 2)
Consequently, if ( ) g ORDD and y  = («g, «„_,, «„,-••) is a play aecording to s,
then Vn («g, « ,,..., «„)g ORDD and in particular Vn («g, a ,,..., a„)g  D so
that the play y  is not in the open set generated by D. □  (Case 2 and Theorem 2.3)
In Corollary 2.7 below, we note that the determinacy of certain types of games, open 
two-player games (defined below in Definition 2.6), immediately follows from Theorem 
2.3.
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Definition 2.4. Definition of an open set.
Let D be a set of positions. Define 0{D)  {play / 1 3 position p ^ D  such that A c / } ,  
i.e. 0{D)  consists exactly of those plays which extend some position in D. A set A of 
plays is called open exactly when A = 0{D)  for some set D of positions; in this ease, we 
say that the open set yf. □
Definition 2.5. Definition of a game being open for a player.
Let G be a game with k >2  players'* and let X be one of the players. We say that G 
is open for player X iff the payoff set for player X is open, i.e. 3 set D of positions such 
that the payoff set for player X consists exactly of those plays which extend some 
position in D. □
Definition 2.6. Definition of an open game.
A two-player game G is open iff it is open for player I, i.e. the payoff set A for player 
I is open. □
In Theorem 2.3, (above) we showed that either player I has a strategy s^ to get into 
D, or player II has a strategy s^ to stay out of D (depending on whether ( ) e ORDp or 
( ORDp). If A is the open set generated by D, then the strategy s^ naturally leads to a 
winning strategy for the game G, so that the following holds:
“ /r > 2 is an ordinal.
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Corollary 2.7. Every two-player open game is determined. Moreover:
(i) Player I has a winning strategy for a two-player open game A exactly when 
( ) e ORDd , for some (any) D that generates A.
(ii) Player II has a winning strategy for a two-player open game A exactly when 
( ) «Ê ORDd ’ for some (any) D that generates A.^
Proof. Let G be an open game, i.e. there exist finite sequences p^, p^, such that:
/ e ^  iffa/A , c / -  (*)
Then |  A,+i | i generates A. Let D be any set that generates/I. We show that one of 
the players has a winning strategy for the game G by considering the cases ( ) g ORDd 
and ( ORDd.
Case I : Suppose ( ) g  ORDd .
In this case, we show that player I has a winning strategy for the game G. By 
Theorem 2.3, player I has a strategy s to reach a position p  with ordinal zero. Let <r be
the strategy in which player I plays according to s until he reaches such a p , and then he
plays randomly. If y  = (y„, y ,, , • • •) is a play according to cr, then:
3«(To’ Ti’---’ T„) has ordinal zero.
By the definition of ORDdO , 3 i < n  (yg, y,, y,_,, y, ) g  D . By (*) y  s A  and
 ̂If ( ) e ORDg (respectively ( ) i  ORD̂  ) for some D that generates A, then ( ) e ORD̂  (respectively 
( ) g ORDp ) for all D that generate yf.
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therefore is a win for player I. Consequently, cr is a winning strategy for player I if 
( )eORDD-
Case 2: Suppose ( ) (g ORD^.
In this case, we show that player II has a winning strategy for the game G. By 
Theorem 2.3, player II has a strategy s to keep all positions according to s from heing in 
D. Therefore, if ÿ = (jo » , T2 > ' ' is a play according to s, then
V» (yo ’ T], T2 ’ • • ■ ’ Tn-i, therefore by (*), ygv f and is a win for player II.
Consequently, if  ( ORDp, then s is a winning strategy for player II.
Thus, either player I or player II has a winning strategy in the game G so that G is 
determined. □  (Corollary 2.7)
We lastly note that if ( ) e  ORD  ̂ (respeetively ( ) 0 ORD^) for some D that generates
□, then ( ) e ORDd (respectively ( ORDd) for all Z) that generates ̂ 4. Otherwise,
( ) g ORDd and ( ) g ORDg for some D and £  that generate t4. Since ( ) g ORDd , player
I has a winning strategy for the game A, and since { ) ^  ORDg, player II has a winning
strategy for the game G. Playing I and ITs strategy against one another leads to a play 
that is both in and outside ofvf, a contradiction.
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Section 2.2
Consider a three-player game with an empty payoff set assigned to player III and an 
open payoff set assigned to player I. We know sueh games are not determined.
However, with appropriate restrictions on player III we shall show such games with these 
restrictions are determined. The appropriate restrictions on player III require that player 
III “not help” player I. The definition of “not helping” is somewhat technical and will 
require the definition of ordinals of a position. This will he defined shortly.
We first define ORD̂  *̂ , the ordinals of positions for player I in three-player games 
with respect to D.
Definition 2.8. Definition of ordinals of a position for three-player games.
Let D be a collection of positions. We assign certain positions an ordinal value with 
respect to D as follows:
(i) p  e ORDf ’̂ O iff 3A e D (A Ç A ) ’
(ii) A = («0’ «1 ’ • • • ’ «3«-2 ’ «3„-i ) e ORDf°A iff 
V ( 3») = «3. [A ^ (/(3«)) has ORDf-° < A ] ,
(iii) A = («0’ «1 ’• • • ’ «3„-i, «3. )  G ORD̂ ’°A iff
V/(3« +1) = «3„,, [A" ( /(3 «  +1)) has ORDl^ < a ]  .
(iv) A = («0’ «1 ’ • ■ • ’ «3„’ «3«+i ) G ORD^^A iff
y/-(3n + 2) = «3_ 2 [ r ( / ( 3" + 2)) hasORD̂ -*' < A ]
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Let p  e ORD^^A iff P has ordinal A with respect to player l in  a three-player game 
generated hy the set D. Let p  e OROf° iff A ^ ORD̂  *̂ A for some ordinal A • Also let 
0RD/^(A)4/ (read: ordinal of p  converges) iff (A) e ORD^" .̂ Let ORO^^(A)T (read: 
ordinal of p  diverges) iff (A) ^ ORD, ° . □
Typically we drop the 3 and D in the superscript and the I in the subscript as these are 
clear from the context.
The following is clear from the definition of ORD̂ ’̂ O.
Fact 2.9. If the ORD,°(«o, a ^ ) l  and ORD,'°(«g, a,,..., a„) = 0,then
any position that extends («g, a ,,..., «„) also has ORof'^O. □  (Fact 2.9)
Next we define a player “not helping” player I in three-player games in which player 
I has an open payoff set.




A three-player game G satisfies III (read: III doesn’t help I with respect to
D) iff the following holds:
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If A = ( « o «3«’ «3»+,)gORD^ ° and if 3x3„̂ 2 such that A^(^3«+2)(^ORD^-°, 
then in the game G player III can only play 03^^ such that A («3»+2 ) ^ ORD, ° □
If G satisfies I I I a n d  A = («o’ «3», «3„+| ) ^ ORD̂  '^, then player III
must play a move a^„^2 that keeps the position A («3«+2) out of ORD^° whenever
possible, i.e. whenever 3x3„̂ 2 A (^3«+2) ^  ORD^“ . We next prove that such a move a^„^2
always exists if  A ^ ORD^° so that we ean drop the “whenever possible” condition from 
Definition 2.10.
Proposition 2.11. Let D be a collection of positions. If
A = («0’ «1 ’ • • • ’ «3« ’ «3»+] ) ^ ORd]'° , then 3%3„+2 such that A" ( 3̂«+2 ) ^ 3,D1
Proof. Proof by contraposition. Suppose Vx ORD̂ '"̂  (ug, a ,,..., «3„+i, x )4 .  Let 
y = sup[oRD^’° («g, a ,,..., «3„ ,̂, x ) ] . By the definition of O R O f,
ORDj’°(«g, a ,,..., «3„, «3„+,)4/ and is = y . □  (Proposition 2.11)
Therefore, if  ( « g ,  , «3», «3„+, ) ^  ORD̂ ’° , then there is an jî ^2 sueh that
( « g ,  «3„+,, X3̂ 2̂) ^ OROf® . Hence, in any game that satisfies I I I ,
In Chapter 3 we give the obvious generalizations of Definitions 2.8 and 2.10.
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whenever («g, «3», «3»+,) ^ ORD -̂ ,̂ player III aetually must play a^„^2 sueh that
(«0, a ,,..., «3M+2) ^ORD] .
Theorem 2.12. Let D be a collection of positions. If ( ) e  ORD ’̂̂ , then player I has a 
strategy to reach a position which has ORD ’̂°0  in every three-player game and therefore 
a position in D is reached when player I follows this strategy. If ( ORof° and G is a 
three-player game that satisfies III^ ^ ^ ^ I , then player II has a strategy to keep all
positions from having an ORD, ° in the game G and in particular from being in D so that 
any play aceording to this strategy is not in the open set generated by D.
Proof. Let D be a collection of positions in the game:
I «g «3 «3»
G: II a, «4 ••• a.3n+\
III «2 «5 «3n+2
Case 1 : Suppose ( ) e ORof°.
Show there exists a strategy for player I so that a position which has ORD 0 is 
reached.’ We construct a strategy here for player I analogous to our construetion (in the 
two-player game) for player I in Theorem 2.3. Namely, player I plays “to strictly lower 
the ordinal values” of positions until a position with ordinal value zero is reaehed. Define 
a strategy for player I as follows:
’ We suppress the superscripts 3 and D which indicate this is a three-player game with respect to D; and the 
subscript I which indicates player I has the assigned ordinals of position for this game.
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the p  « 3„ i f  3x =  a „̂ 
j^ORD^ttg, Oj,..., x )  4' 
and ORD(ag, O j , . . . ,  02„_2 , «3„_i)  4, 
and ORD(ag, a , , . . . ,  a3„_,, x )  
<O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  «3„_2, « 3„ -i)J ’
L e ts (a g , a ,,..., ü2 „_2 , a 3̂ , )  = j 8 otherw ise, i.e.
\ /x  (oRD (a g , a ,̂ . . . ,  a 3,|_], x )  T, 
or ORD(ag, a^ ,..., a 3̂  2, «3„_j)4, 
or ORD (ag , aj, — , «3„_2, « 3n-i )  ^  
and ORD (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3„_,, x ) 4  
and ORD (ag, a , , . . . ,  ü2 „ _ 2  , «3„-i )
— ORD(ag, a ,, — ,
Let (ag, a , , . . . ,  a„_,, a„ , . . . )  be a lega l p lay according to s. W e w ill sh ow  
3n[oRD(ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„) 4 and ORD(ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„) =  0 ] .
Claim 1. V »e m [oRD (ag, a,,..., a„_,, «„ ) 4 and either
ORD(ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„) = 0 or 
ORD(ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„) R„ ORD(ag, a,,..., a„_2, a„_,) where
R„ =
I < if « = 3/, for some / 
I < if n 3/, for all /
Considering the cases “ n = 3/ ”, “ « = 3/ +1 ”, “ n = 3/ + 2 ” we show by induction that 
Claim 1 holds. Fix n e  a .  We first note that O R D (a g , a , , . . . ,  a„_2, «„-i)4: this follows 
by the Induction Hypothesis when n > 1 and otherwise by the assumption of Case 1 that 
( ) g O R D .  Let y = O R D (a g , a , ,  a 2 ,- a„_2,
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Sub-case 1.1. n = 3k for some A: > 0.
Show that ORD («g, a ,,..., «3t ) 4  and either
ORD(ag, «1,..., Û3i )  = 0 or
ORD^ûg, a ,,..., «3t_i5 «3t ) ^  ORD (ag, «34-25 «34-1) '
Recall ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3̂ _2, «3i_i)4 and y = ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3*_2, «3i_i). If y ^ O ,
then by Fact 2.9 Vx (ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, x) has ordinal zero; in particular,
ORD (ag, a ,,..., a3̂ _,, a3̂ ) 4 and is zero. If y >0,  then hy the definition of ORD,
3x ORD(ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, x )4  and
ORD («g, a^,..., a3̂ _|, x) <ORD(ag, a^,..., «3t_2, «34-1)- 
By the definition of s, ORD(ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, a3^)4 and <ORD(ag, a ,,..., a;^_2, «3*_,) 
since (ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, is according to s.
Sub-case 1.2. n = 3k + \ for some A: > 0.
Show that the ORD(ag, a ,,..., «3t+,)4 and either
ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3t ,  «3*+,) = 0 or 
ORD(ag, aj, —, a3̂ , «3̂+1 ) — ORD (ag, a^,..., «3̂ _j, «34 )- 
Recall ORD(ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, a3^)4 and y = ORD(ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, a3̂ )̂. By the 
definition of ORD,
VxORD(ag, a ,,..., a3*,x)4 and is <ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3̂ _,, Ü2^) = y ,
regardless o f whether /  = 0 or y > 0. In particular ORD (ag, a ,,..., ) 4 and is
— ORD(ag, a^,..., «3yt_], «3)t)-
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S u b -ca se  1.3 . n  =  3A: +  2 fo r  so m e  Z >  0 .
B y  th e  “sa m e” argum ent ju s t  p resen ted  in  S u b -ca se  (2) , w e  sh o w  that 
O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  ag^+,, «34+2)'!' and either
O R D (ag, a j , . . . ,  «3*̂ 4.!5 «3/1+2)” II 
O R D («o, a , , . . . ,  «3/1 «3/t+2) — ORD(«0 5 «15 -5 «345 «34+1 ) •
R eca ll O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  )  4  and  y  -O R D (a g , a , , . . . ,  a /̂ ,̂ B y  the
d efin itio n  o f  O R D ,
V x  O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  â /̂ .̂,, x ) 4  and  is  < O R D (a g , a , , . . . ,  a ,* , «3/^+,) =  X
regard less o f  w h eth er  y  =  0 o r y > 0 . In particular O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  a,/^^,, a^^+z ) 4  and is  
— ORD^ag, a ^ ,.. . ,  « 3,̂ 5 «34+1 )•
S o  b y  S u b -c a se s  1. 1, 1.2 , and  1.3 , w e  h a v e  O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  a„_,, a „ ) 4  and C la im  1 
h o ld s for our f ix e d  n. T h u s, C la im  1 h as b een  sh o w n  h y  induction . □  (C la im  I)
B y  C la im  1, i f  O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3j_,, a3/^) #  0 , th en
O R d(«0 5 a , , — , « 3;t_i, «3; )̂  < O R D (a g , a ^ ,...,  « 3,t_2, «34-1)
— O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  «3/t_3, « 3/t_2 )  — ORD(«05 «] 5 ' 5 «34-45 « 34-3 )  '
H en ce  i f  ORD (a g , a , , . . . ,  a3/^_,, a3,̂  )  #  0 , th en
O R D (ag, a , , . . . ,  a34_4, « 3 / ^ . 3 and  
ORD («05 a , , . . . ,  « 3ĵ _], « 3i  )  <  ORD (a g , a ^ ,.. . ,  a3/^_4, a3/̂ _3 )
< O R D (a g , a , , . . . ,  «3/t_7, ^  < O R D (a g ).
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Therefore if VA: ORD («g, a ,,..., aj  ̂) 0 , then O RD(ag)> ORD(ag, a ,, a ,̂ a ,)
> " >O R D (ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _i, a^ J  > O R D (a g ,a ,,. .. ,  a^^+z, «34+3) > -"  which gives an
infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals. Since a decreasing sequence of ordinals must be 
finite, 3 A: ORD (ag, a ,,..., , aj^ ) = 0. By the definition of ordinal zero.
3/<3A: (ag, a ,,..., a,_,, a  J  e D . 
Case2: Suppose ( )gORD.
□  (Case 1)
In this case we show there exists a strategy for player II such that all positions do not 
have an ordinal. Define a strategy for player II as follows:
the p  a3„4., such that
O R D ( « 0 ’ « ]  5 "  5 « 3 /1 ’ ^3/1+1
8 otherwise,
if there is no such a3„4_j.
Let (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, be a legal, infinite play according to s.
Claim2. V«eco(ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„)^ORD.
We show by induction that Claim 2 holds. So fix n e a t . Note that
(ag, a,,..., a„_2 , a„_i)«ORD (a )
as this follows hy the Induction Hypothesis when « -1  e N and otherwise hy the 
assumption of Case 2 that ( ) g O R D  . From this, we are to show
(ag, a,,..., a„_,, «„) ̂  O R D  follows from ( n ). In the first two sub-cases below, n = 3k
or « = 3A +1, we instead shall show the contrapositive: we assume
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(«0, «„_1, fl„)€ORD,let y = ORD(ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„), and show
(«0 ’ «1 5 • • • 3 «n-2 ’ «M-1 ) ^ ORD .
Sub-case 2.1. n = 3k for some A: > 0.
Since ORD (a^, a,,..., a^^,,, «3t ) = Y, by the definition of ORD,
ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3/̂ _2, «3i_i) 4  and equals y + 1 .
Sub-case 2.2. n = 3A +1 for some A: > 0.
Since ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3,^+,)4 and {a^, a ,,..., «3*+,) is played
according to s, Vx (a^, a ,,..., a3j,  x )4 .  Let J  = sup[oRD(ag, a ,,..., «3t_,, x ) ] . Since
ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3/j_,, x)<<^ for every x, by the definition of ORD,
ORD(ag, a ,,..., a3;t_,, a 3̂ ) 4 and equals S .
Sub-case 2.3. n = 3k + 2 for some A: > 0.
Here we directly show (a^, a ,,..., a„_,, a„)^ORD follows from (Q).
Recall (n ), i.e. (a^, a ,,..., «3̂ +1) s? ORD. Since I I I , by Proposition
2.11, player III plays a legal move a3„̂ 2 sueh that (a„, a ,,..., «3/̂ +2) ^ ORD.
So by Sub-cases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we have shown (a^, a ,,..., a„_j, a^) g ORD follows 
from (o )  for our fixed n. Thus Claim 2 has been shown by induction. □  (Claim 2)
Consequently, if  ( )gORD and y = (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„,...) is a play according to s, 
then Vn (a^, a ,,..., a„_j, a„)^ORD and in particular Vn (a^, a ,,..., a„_j, a„)^  D so 
that the play y is not in the open set generated by D. □  (Case 2 and Theorem 2.12)
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By Theorem 2.12, in any three-player game which satisfies I I I , either 
player I has a strategy Sp to get into D or player II has a strategy Sp to stay out of D  
(depending on whether ( ) e ORD̂ ’° or ( ) g ORD̂  °). The strategy Sp naturally leads to
a winning strategy for any three-player game in which 1, 0{D)  is player Ts
payoff set, and in which player III has empty payoff.
Corollary 2.13. Every three-player game, which is open for player I, which satisfies 
I I I f o r  some D that generates player Ts payoff set, and in which player III has
empty payoff, is determined. Moreover;
(i) In any three-player game G in which player I has an open payoff set A Player I 
has a winning strategy for G exactly when ( ) e ORD,'° for some (any) D  that 
generates A.^
(ii) In any three-player game G in which player III has empty payoff,
III^_teig^j  ̂ which 0 (D)  is player I’s payoff set, player II has a
winning strategy for the game G exactly when ( ) g ORof ° .
Proof. Let G be an open game which satisfies I I I f o r  some D that generates A 
and in which player III has empty payoff. We show that either player I or player II has a 
winning strategy for the game G by considering the cases ( ) e ORD, ° and ( ) g ORD̂  ° .
* If ( ) e ordJ’° (respectively ( ) g ordJ’° ) for some D  that generates A, then ( ) e grd^ ’’ (respectively 
( ) g ORD̂ ’° ) for all D  that generate A.
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Case 1: ( )eORDf’̂ .
In this case, we show that player I has a winning strategy for the game G by exactly 
the same proof presented in Case 1 of Corollary 2.7. By Theorem 2.12, player I has a 
strategy s to reach a position p  with ordinal zero. Let cr be the strategy in which player 
I plays according to s until he reaches such a p , and then he plays randomly. If 
T = (To5 Ti 5 T2 5 • • •) is a play according to cr, then:
3" (To5 Ti5---5 y„) has ordinal zero.
By the definition of ORD^^0 , 3 i < n  (jg , y ,,..., , y, ) e D . Therefore since D
generates the open set A, y e  A and is a win for player I. Consequently, cr is a winning 
strategy for player I if ( ) e ORD̂  ° .
Case2: Suppose ( ORD^°.
In this case, we show that player II has a winning strategy for the game ̂ 4. Since 
I I I , by Theorem 2.12, player II has a strategy s to keep all positions according 
to s from being in D. Therefore, if y = ( jg , y ,, ^2 5 • • •) is a play according to s, then 
Vn (yg, yj,...,  y„_,, y„ ) g Z) : Therefore, since D  generates the open set ̂ 4, y  ^ A so that 
y  is not a win for player I. Since III has empty payoff y is a win for player II. 
Consequently, if  ( ORD^’̂ , then s is a wirming strategy for player II.
Thus, either player I or player II has a wirming strategy in the game A so that A is 
determined. □  ( Corollary 2.13)
The proofs of Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.13 easily generalize to give:
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Corollary 2.14. Every k  -player game with players X and Y, in which player X has open 
payoff set 0{D ) and in which Z a n d  player Z has empty payoff for any player 
Z different from X and Y, is determined. □  (Corollary 2.14)
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CHAPTER 3
DETERMINACY OF A THREE-PLAYER 
BIASED GAME
In Chapter 3 we prove the main result of this thesis. In Section 2.2 we proved the 
determinacy o f three-player biased open games with one open and one empty payoff set 
in which the player with the empty payoff set can’t help the player with the open payoff 
set. In this section, we allow the player with the empty payoff set to have a nonempty 
payoff set, but to obtain determinacy two of the players will have open payoff sets and 
we shall add additional non-helping conditions stating that these two players cannot help 
each other.
Consider a three-player game with open payoff sets assigned to player I and player II. 
We know such games are not determined from Chapter I (see Theorem 1.1). However, 
with appropriate restrictions on the game tree and appropriate restrictions on the players 
“not helping” their opponents, we shall show games with these restrictions are 
determined. We introduced the concept of a player “not helping” his opponent in Section 
2.2. In this section we expand upon our definition of “not helping” and upon the 
definition of ordinals of a position.
First let us note that the definition of ordinals of a position for player I in a three- 
player game as defined in Definition 2.8 (see Section 2.2) will not change for the three- 
player games considered in this section. The definition of ordinals of a position for
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player X in a %"- player game* is similar to the definition of ordinals of a position for 
player I in Definition 2.8. At this time we generalize Definition 2.8 for a three player 
game to define ORD^’*̂ , the ordinals of positions for a player X in a /t:-player game with 
respect to a set D of positions.
Definition 3.1. Definition of ordinals of a position for r -  player games.
Let D be a collection of positions in a k -  player game. We assign certain positions an 
ordinal value for player X with respect to D as follows:
(i) Let us have p  e ORD^’̂ O iff e D q<^p,
(ii) If the next move following position p  belongs to player X, then p  e ORD^’̂ ŷ  
iff 3m\jp'{m) has ORD̂ *̂  <
(iii) If the next move following position p  doesn’t belong to player X, then 
p  e ORD^’*̂ /ff iff V/w p''{ni) has ORD^ ° ^ y ]̂ •
Let peORDx’°y9 iff p  has ordinal p  with respect to D and for player X in /r-player 
games. Let p  e ORD '̂° iff p  e ORD  ̂ for some ordinal P . Also let O R D x°(^)i 
(read: ordinal of p  converges) iff ^eORD^ ° . Let ORDf’’̂ ( ^ ) t  (read: ordinal of p  
diverges) iff p^ORD^*^. □  (Definition 3.1)
The following fact is clear from the definition of ORD^’° for a k -  player game in 
which we assigned certain positions an ordinal value for player X with respect to a set D
' AT is an ordinal such that at > 3.
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of positions. This fact is a generalization of Fact 2.9 in Section 2.2 from a three-player 
game to a k -  player game.
Fact 3.2. If the ORDy-̂  , a ^ ) i  and ORD^  ̂(oq , a,, .. .,  ) = 0, then
any position that extends (a^, a ,,..., a„) also has ORD ’̂̂ O. □  (Fact 3.2)
By the same proof as that of Case I of Theorem 2.12, we have:
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a collection of positions. If ( ) e ORD^’° , then player X has a 
strategy to reach a position which has ORD  ̂’̂ O in every k -  player game and therefore a 
position in D  is reached when player X follows this strategy. More generally, if 
p  G ORDx°, then player X has a strategy at p  to reach a position which has ORD  ̂° 0 in 
every k-  player game; therefore a position in D is reached if the position p  e ORD^’̂  is 
reached and player X follows the above strategy.
Proof. (An outline of the proof). Let D be a collection of positions. As in Theorem
2.12, Case I, player X plays moves that “strictly lower the ordinal value” of positions 
until a position with ordinal value zero is reached. By the definition of ORD  ̂° , any
move hy any player other than X cannot take a position in ORD  ̂° to a position outside 
ORD  ̂° , or to a position with higher ORD^’̂ -value. Consequently, since a decreasing 
sequence of ordinals must be finite, there is a position p  with an ordinal value of zero.
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and by the definition o f ORD^’*̂ 0 , g D ( P qŒp ). □  (Lemma 3.3)
Just as we have Corollary 2.13-(i) to Theorem 2.12, we have the following by the 
analogous proof:
Corollary 3.4. Player X has a winning strategy in the k-  player game in which player X 
has open payoff and ( ) € ORD^’ for some set D of positions which generates player X’s 
(open) payoff set. □  (Corollary 3.4)
In Section 2.2 we defined a player “not helping” player I with respect to D. This 
definition will apply to the three-player games in this section. We can generalize 
Definition 2.10 to define a player “not helping” player I in three-player games to a player 
“not helping” player X with respect to a set D of positions in k - player games.
Definition 3.5. Definition of player Z not helping player X with respect to D, denoted by
Z^^5gP<X .
A AT- player game G satisfies Z ( r e a d :  Z doesn’t help X with respect to D)
iff X and Z are different players of the game G and the following holds:
If p g  ORDx’° is a position such that the next move belongs to player Z and if 3z
such that p''(z) g ORD^ ° , then in the game G player Z may only play m such that
plm )gO R D ^^. □
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Definition 3.6. A Sound Definition of player Z “not helping” player X with respect 
to D.
A AT-player game G satisfies Z i f f  X and Z are different players in the
game G and the following holds:
If p i  ORD^’*̂ is a position such that the next move belongs to player Z, then in G 3
move z such that p''(z) i  ORD  ̂̂  and player Z may only play such a move. □
If G satisfies and p  i  ORD  ̂̂ , then player Z must play a move z that
keeps the position p'"{z) i  ORD^’° whenever such a z exists; we next show in Proposition 
3.7 below that such az  always exists (in this case) so that such a G satisfies
Z P r o p o s i t i o n  3.7 generalizes Proposition 2.11 from three-player games to 
K- player games.
Proposition 3.7. Let D be a collection of positions. I f  p i  ORD "̂  ̂ is a position such that 
the next move belongs to player Z (different Irom player X), then 3z such that
p''(z) i  ORDx . Hence the game G satisfies Z^ ^ ^ ^ ^ X iff Z
Proof. Proof by contraposition. Let p  be a position such that the next move belongs to 
a player Z different than X. Suppose ORD  ̂̂  (p"(z)) 4- for any move z by player Z, i.e.
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Vz ORDx’° {p^{z)) 4 . Let y  = supj^ORD^’̂  (^"(z))^ . By the definition of ORD^^ and 
since player Z is different from player X, ORD̂ '** (^ )  4 and is y . □  (Proposition 3.7)
Recall that we are interested in the determinacy of three-player games G in which two 
players have open payoff, say players I and II respectively have open payoff sets 0{D)
and 0{E)  for some set of positions D and E. By Corollary 2.13-(i), if ( ) e  ORD̂ *̂ , then 
player I has a winning strategy for the game G. By the same proof, if ( ) e ORD̂ ,’*̂ , then 
player II has a winning strategy for the game G. Unfortunately, if ( OROf ° and 
{ ) i  ORD^f, it doesn’t follow that player III has a winning strategy for the game G? 
However, we shall be able to prove the determinacy of G by considering a “restricted” 
version of ORD̂ ,’*̂ . Instead of the usual ordinals of a position for player II (in the game 
tree T), we will define for player II ordinals of positions in a tree 7'"°, where 
T — |(Oq, flj, —, âf„_25 ^M-i)l Yz</î(â!Q, <3,, —, (3. j, 33̂ ) ^ ORD] | .
T‘’° is “the tree of non-losing positions” for the players other than I. It is possible for 
T‘° to be the empty set, but we shall show that when { ) i  ORD^°, T’“ is a game tree.
Definition 3.8. Definition of a game tree T.
A set T of positions is called a game tree iff
(i) (closeddownward) V p e T V g e p ^ e T ,
 ̂In the game G of Theorem 1.1, it is easy to verify ( ) g ORD̂ ’*’ and ( ) g ORD̂ ’̂  where D = 0  and 
E = {(a)} ; however player 111 doesn’t have a winning strategy.
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(ii) (extensions exist) Vp e T 3/w p"(/m) e T 
Let T- be the set of all moves x  such that q'^ix) e T , i.e. x g  T- iff q''(x) g  T . □
Definition 3.1 naturally generalizes to defining the ordinals of a position in game 
trees:
Definition 3.9. Definition of ordinals of a position for player Y in a game tree T for 
K- player games.
Let T be a game tree, let £  be a collection of positions, and let p  g  T . Inductively on
y , we define position p  e T having ORDy ̂  y  :
G p  G ORD^;^0 iff 3g G E (g ç  p ) ,
G If the next move following position p  belongs to player Y, then p  g  ORDy g  y
iff 3/w G T- [ p^(m)  has ORDy g < y ] ,
G If the next move following position p  doesn’t belong to player Y, then 
p  G ORDy g y  iff Vm e T- [ p~(/w) has ORDy g < y ] .
Let p  G ORDy g y iff p has ordinal y  with respect to E  and for player Y in the game tree 
T for K -player games. Let p  g  ORDy g iff p  g  ORDy g y  for some ordinal y . Also let 
ORDy’g ( p ) 4  (read: ordinal ORDy g of p converges) iff p G ORDy g . Let ORDy g( p) T  
(read: ordinal ORDy g of p  diverges) iff p g  ORDy g . □
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Notice ORD^° = ORD̂  d if t  is the tree of all possible positions. Besides ORD^* ,̂ in 
this section we are also interested in ORD  ̂g, where E  will generate player IPs open 
payoff set in Theorem 3.1 (see below). From Definition 3.5, notice that ORD^g is 
defined as follows:
Let T be a game tree, let £  be a set o f positions, and let q e T* ° . Inductively on y , 
position q e  T*'° having ORD  ̂g  ̂ y  is defined as follows:
(i) q hasORD ;̂J°0 iff 3 p e E ( p c g ) ,
(ii) g= (ûo , a ,,..., â „,„ a^„) has O R D ^  y  iff
^ (3 » + l)  = [ r ( / ( 3 " + l ) )  G T*’" and ORD|g^ (/(3 "  + 1))] < / ] ,
(iii) g = ( 33o, a ,,..., aj„, a3„^i) has ORD^ '̂  ̂ y iff
V /(3n+2) = 03„ ,  [« - ( /(3 n + 2 ) )  s  T '” ORDjÿ” [« - ( /(3 « + 2 ) ) ]  < y ] ,
(iv) g = («0, a ,,..., a3„ ,̂, a „̂̂ )̂ has ORD^'^ y  iff
y/'(3n 4- 3) = a3 _ 3  [g^ ( /(3 n  + 3)) e T*’° => ORD̂ "" [g" (/(3 n  + 3))] < y".
Definition 3.10. Let ORDj, g° ORDg ,̂ where T = T‘’° . Recall p  e T'’° iff 
V g c p  ORDf° (g ) t . □
We need to define a player “not helping” player Y with respect to a set E  of positions 
in a three-player game.
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Definition 3.11: Definition of player Z not helping player Y in T with respect to E, 
denoted by .
A three-player game G satisfies Z ( r e a d :  Z doesn’t “help” player Y in T
with respect to E iff Y and Z are (different) players of the game G and the following 
holds:
If g e T \ O R D a n d  if 3z such that g3(z) e T \ ORDy^, then in the game G player Z 
may only play m such that q''{m) e  T \ ORDy^. □
Definition 3.12. A Sound Definition of player Z not “helping” player Y in T with respect 
to E.
A three-player game G satisfies Y iff Y and Z are different players in
the game G and the following holds:
If g e T \ ORDy g is a position such that the next move belongs to player Z, then in G
3 move m such that g3(/w) e  T \ ORDy^ and player Z may only play such a move. □
Note that abbreviates if T is the game tree of all
positions.
By the following proposition, G satisfies Z - ^ f i ^ ^ X  iff G satisfies
Z
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Proposition 3.13. If g e T \ ORDyg is a position such that the next move belongs to 
player Z (different from player Y), then 3m such that q"(m) e T \ ORDy^. Hence the
game G satisfies Z iff G satisfies .
Proof by contraposition: Let p  be a position such that the next move belong so a 
player other than Y. Suppose ORDy  ̂(g^(z)) 4 for any move z by player Z, i.e.
Vz e T- g'Xz) e ORDy^. Let y  = sup [oRDy^ (g ''(z))J. By the definition of ORDy^, 
ORDyjg (gl(z)) and g has ORDyjg y . □  (Proposition 3.13)
Recall that in this section we shall be interested in three-player games G in which 
player I and II have open payoff sets and which satisfy some conditions which will make 
it possible for us to obtain determinacy (of such games). These conditions are:
III^ ^ p ^ I , II^ j!g fc^ I , and I^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ 11, for some D  and E  that respectively generate
the open payoff sets for players I and II. Any such D and E will satisfy the following:
Definition of X : For sets D and E  of positions, D E E  i f fV p e D  \fq e  E p  E q , 
where p E q  means p  and g are incompatible, i.e. if  p - i a ^ ,  a ,,..., a,) and
g ={b^, 6, ,. .. ,  bj_̂ , 6^ ) , then 3k{k<i,  k< j ,  and a, * b j )?  □
^Recall T'-“ = { (a , ,  a ,,... ,  a ,)[ V; < «(a^,, a ,,..., a,_,, a ,)} .
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Definition of II : For positions ^an d  q,  p \ \q  iff , i.e., p  and q are compatible, 
meaning p ^ q  or q ^ p .  □
From Fact 2.9 we know that any move that extends a position that has ORD '̂^0 also 
has an ordinal value of zero (with respect to ORdJ *̂ ). We shall show that any position 
that extends a position with ORD,g^ 0 will also have such ordinal value zero (with 
respect to ORof/g'' ). We do this in three steps:
Proposition 3.14.
I. If ORD̂ *̂  (^ )  i , then 3 q ^ p  such that ORD^° (g) = 0.
II. If ORD^,J° (p ) = 0 and Z) X £ ,  then Vg 3  ^  ORD̂ -° (g) t .
III. If ORD^g^ (^ )  = 0 and D E E ,  then
Vg 3  p  g e and g e ORD̂ ,’̂  and g has ORD„ g'’° 0
Proof of Part I. The proof is the same as that of Case I of Theorem 2.3. Let 
ORof ° (p ) 4 . Show that 3g that extends p  such that ORD, ° (g) = 0 . Let p'  be a
position of least length that extends p  and whose last move is made by player I l f  {p'  
completes the round that p  lies in). Then any move of p'  not included in p  is not made 
by player I (otherwise, p'  and p  would belong to different rounds). Hence by the
Possibly p  = p  (%).
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definition of ORD̂  ° , p  e ORDf° since p  e ORD^^. Set , y ,,...,   ̂̂  = p',
where 3/ = ln ( ^ ') f
We define a play X = (Xo, y,, Tz,---) that extends p '  such that for all / > h i(^ ')  :
(*), (Xo,X„- -, X-i, X ) has ORDf°,
(**), ORD^° {yo, y ,,..., X-i,X,) = 0 or
ORDj ( 3̂0, Ti,---, X/-1 Ti) ORD] ( 3̂0, Ti,-", X-2,3’/-i)
f< if  / = 3k, for some k 
where R. = f
[< if  i ^  3k, for all k
To define such a y , we inductively define each round of play extending p ' . Suppose 
we have (jo, Ti, J 3/-2,T3/-i) that extends p'  (possibly is equal to it) and,
(*), and (**), hold for \n[p')<i<31.
Next we notice that if 3/ = In (p ' ) , then , y ,,..., y^_2 , ŷ ,_i ) - p '  and is e ORD, ° . If 
3/ > In ( ^ ') , then (y^, y ,,..., y^,,;, y^,., ) e  ORof° by (*)a,_,. In either case,
(To , Ti, • • •, 3/3,-2, yv-x ) G ORD^'°. Hence either ORof° (y^, y,,...,  y^,_^, y,,,, ) > 0 or
ORDj (yo, 3’i,---, 3’3/-2,3’3/-i) “
We next define the moves y^,, , y .^,^2 of the next round of play. The definition of
yj, is divided into two cases:
(i)ORD[ (Tq, • • •, T3/_2,3^3/-i) ^  t) or (ii)ORD, (To, 3’i,---, 3’3/-2,3’3/-i) ~ 
Definition of y^ for case (i): (y^, y ,,..., y^,,;, y^,,, ) has ORof° > 0.
 ̂We use In to note the length of the position.
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Then in this case, by the definition of ORD, ° , 3x such that ORD̂  ° (y„, y ,,..., yg,_,, x) 
< ORDf° (yo, y ,,..., y^_^, y^_, ) . Since such an x  exists, play I picks a y^ such that 
ORD] (y'o’ T]5---5 4" and ORD, (To’ Ti,---, Tsz-i’Ts;)
<ORDf°(yo, y ,,..., y3,_2, J 3/-i)- Then (*);, and (**),, hold.
Definition of y,, for case (ii): (yo, y,,...,  y3,_2, y3,_, ) has ORD̂  "̂ = 0.
In this case, by Fact 2.9, any move that extends (yo, y,,..., yg,_2, y3,_, ) will have 
ORD̂ ’̂ O. So player I may pick any y^,. Again (*)3, and (**\, hold.
Let players II and III respectively pick their favorite yj, ,̂ and y ,̂̂ 2 • show that 
(*)3w , (*)3/+2, (**)3/+i,and (**)3,̂ 2 hold.
By the definition of ORD̂  *̂ ,
Vx ORDf°(yo, y ,,..., y3/ , x ) i a n d  
ORD, (yo, y ,,..., y3, , x) < ORD, (To, Ti,-",
In particular, ORD,^ (To, Ti,• • •, T3/, 73/+, ) >1' and is < ORDf’ (yo, y,,..., y3,_,, y3, ) for 
x = 73/+,; therefore (*)3,+, and (**)3,+, hold.
By the definition of ORD̂  *̂ ,
Vx ORDf° (yo, y ,,..., y3,+„x) 4  and 
ORD, (yo, 7],—, 73/+,, — ORD, (yg, 7 , , '" ,  73/,73/+,)'
In particular ORD^° (y^  7„ -, 73/+,,73/+z) >1' and is < ORDf^ (7o, 7,,---, 73/ ,73/+,) for 
^ = 73/+2i therefore (*)3,+2 and (**)3,+2 hold.
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We define the play of each round to continue in the above manner. Defining the 
moves y^i, y ^ ^ , y-n+2 of players I, II, and III, respectively, gives an inductive definition 
of each roimd of play extending p'.
By the definition of the play y = (y^, y,, yj,-- •), 7  3  .p', (*), and (**), hold for 
/ > In (p ') . Since we have for 3/ > In (p ') , ORD, ° (y^, y„ ..., y^u„_^, yy^„ ) 4 for 
« = 0,1,2,3,...,
ORD, (yg, 7 i,'" ,  73Z+2’ 737+3) or 
ORD, (7o, 7i5---, 73/+2’ 737+3) t)RD, (7o, 7],-", 73/+1, 737+2)
< ORD, (7o, 7i, -, 73/, 737+1 ) — ORtD, (7o, 7i5---5 737-1’7 3 7) •
Therefore, if  3/ > In (p ') and ORD^° (y^, y ,,..., yj,.,, ys/) 0 then
ORD̂ ’°(yo, y ,,..., yjM, y3,)>ORDf°(yo, y ,,..., y3,+2, 737+3)- If V/ such that 3 /> ln (p ') ,
ORDf^ (yo, y ,,..., y3,.,, y3, ) ^  0 , then
O R D |-° (y o , y , , . . . ,  y ^ ;, , ,  y 3 ^ )> O R D |'* '(y o , y , , . . . ,
> O R D ^-* '(yo , y „  7 2 , " ,7 3 ; , ;  > O R D ^ -° (y o , y „  7 2 , "  ,7 3 ;^  '7 3 /+ , ) >  "
which gives an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals. Since a decreasing sequence of 
ordinals must be finite, 3/ > / ORD, ° (yg, y ,,..., y,,- ,, y^j ) 4 and
ORD, ^yg, y ,,..., ŷ  ̂ , , y^^) — 0.
Let g  =df (y o , 7 , ’ - - - ’ 73/_,’ 7 ) / )  ; th e n  ORD^’° ( g )  =  0 , g  2  p ' 3  p , and the conclusion
of (I) has been shown. □  (Part I)
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Proof of Part II. We assume that ORD„T (p )  = 0, and that the conclusion of II is false: 
3g 3  p  ORD, ° (g) 4 . We show the hypothesis of II is false, i.e. we show d X e  . Since 
ORD, ° (g) 4 ,  by I, 3g' 3  g such that ORD̂  ° (g') = 0. By the definition of ORD^^O,
3g„ G D such that g  ̂ç  g '. By the definition of ORD  ̂g 0 , and since ORD„ g’° (p )  = 0 , 
3po G E such that p^ e  p  . But Pg ç  p  ç  g ç  g '. Thus q' extends q ^ e D  and 
Pq g E so that d X e  . Consequently part (II) has been shown. □  (Part II)
Proof of Part III. Assume ORD^g^ (^ )  = 0 and pick g 3  p . We shall show g g  T*" ,̂ 
gGORDgg^,and g has ORD g g 0. By II, O RD ^°(g)t so that q . Since 
ORDg g*̂ (p )  = 0 , by the definition of such ordinal value zero, 3pg g E  (pg ç  p ) .
A  G P G 9 - Thus, ORD^T" (g) = 0 (and g g ORD ,̂g° ) since g 3 pg, Pg G E , and 
g G T '° . Consequently part III has been shown. □  (Part III and Proposition 3.14)
In Proposition 3.14 we have shown that any move that extends a position with
ORDgT value of zero will also have such an ordinal value of zero. In Corollary 3.16
below we show that player II has a winning strategy for appropriate three-player games 
in which player I and II have open payoff sets 0{D)  and 0 (E ) respectively and in
which ( ) G ORDg'T^. Corollary 3.16 follows from the following:
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Lemma 3.15. If ( ) e ORDg g'’ , D E E , and G is a three-player game that satisfies
III^ ^ ^ ? ^ I , then player II has a strategy to reach a position in G with O R D  g g 0 , and 
therefore a position in E  is reached when player II follows this strategy.
Proof. Let D and E  be sets of positions in a three-player game G which satisfies 
III^^ ^ P < ^ I Assume ( ) G O R D g g . We construct a  strategy for player II in which he
plays “to strictly lower the ordinal values of positions” in O R D g g"  ̂ until a position with
I.D
ordinal value zero is reached. More generally, if  g g  ORDgj, , then player II has a
strategy at g to reach a position which has ORDg^ 0 in appropriate three-player games;
therefore a position in E  is reached if the position g  g  O R D g ^  is reached and player II 
follows the above strategy. Define a strategy for player II as follows:
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Let s(üg, ^3„ )“
-i,D
p  Û 3 „ ^ , such that
(fio’ ’ ^3n’ ^3n+l)^T
and ORDg g ( ô, ^3«’ 3̂«+i)4'
and ORDg g (ûq, £I],— , (t3„_], ^3n)4 
and ORDg^ (ûq, <z,,..., Û3„, <̂3„+])
< ORDg^ (flg, <2,,..., <Ï3„.p ^3„)
if3x such that (flg, a ,,..., «3„, x ) e T ‘' 
and ORDgT" (ûg, a ,,..., 0 3 „ ,  x )4  
and ORDg g (üfg, ûj,,,., Û3„.j, ^3n) 4  
and ORDg g (üfg, ^15---5 ^3n’
•5 tU) y \
< ORDg  ̂ (Og, ûl],..., Üf3n_l’ ^3n /’
8 Otherwise, i.e.
Vx e T'’° ORDg g  (ûtg, a ,,..., <ï3„.p ^3„)"^ 
or ORDgT" («g, a ,,..., Û3„, x ) t ,  or 
{oRD^"^ (ag, a ,,..., a3„.,, a3„ ) i  and 
ORDjj£ (ag, a ,,—, x) 4 and
•5 'pLD /  \
®R^1I,E (^0 ’ ’ • • • 5 3̂n-l ’ 3̂n ) —
ORDg^ (ag, a ,,..., 03 ,̂ x )|J-
Let (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„,...) be a legal play according to s. We shall show
3nj^ORDg’g (ag, a ,,..., a,,,, a,, ) 4-and ORDg g  (ûfg, a ,,...,
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Claim. V« ORD̂ f̂ '’° (a^, a ,,..., a„)i and either ORD ,̂T“ (og, a ,,..., a„.,, a„) = 0
or ORDg g (^0’ ’ ^M-p ^/i) ^R^ii,e (^o’ ^p---, «̂-2’ ^»-i) where
J< if « = 3/ +1, for some / 
ifn  9̂ 3/ + !, for all/
Considering the cases “ n = 3/ ”, “ « = 3/ +1 ”, and “ « = 3/ + 2 ” we show by induction that 
the Claim holds. Fix nGco and let g =(ag, a ,,..., a„_j, a„_,) . We first note that
ORDgE ((fg, a ,,..., a,, 2, ^n-l)4'- ®
This follows by the Induction Hypothesis when « -1  e N and otherwise by the 
assumption that ( ) e ORD^ . Let y = ORDg^ (ag, a,, a2, -, a„_2, o„.i)- 
Case 1 : n = 3k for some t  > 0.
Show that ORDgT (ag, a ,,..., a^ ,̂,, a^^) 4 and either OROg^ (ag, a ,,..., a^g.,, a^g) = 0 
or ORDg g (ag, a ,,..., a^^,, ) < ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., â  ̂2,
Recall ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., â  ̂2, ^34-1) 4 nnd y — ORDg g (ag, a ,,..., aĵ _2, a^^, ) .
By the definition of ORDg^^,
Vxe T- ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., a^^,, x) 4 [T] 
and is < ORDg "̂̂  (ag, a ,,..., a3,,.2, ^3a-i) = 7 regardless of whether /  = 0 or y > 0. Since
by @ (ag, a ,,..., a 3̂_2, a3̂  , ) GT , (ag, a,, —, a3̂  2, a3g_,) 0 ORD, , then by the
definition of ORD̂ *’ , Vz(ag, a ,,..., a 3̂ _,, z) g ORD^°. In particular
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(flg, a ,,..., a,* ,, a^JgORD^'*^ and so â  ̂ e X P  Hence by [I]
ORDgg (a^, a ,,..., aj,,,, â  ̂) 4- and is < ORDg g (ag, a ,,..., â  ̂2, â ,̂, ).
Case 2: « = 3Z: +1 for some A: > 0.
Show that ORDg|g (ag, a ,,..., a^ ,̂ i  and either
®R̂ 11,E (^0’ 3̂A’ ^3A+l)~II
f^R^n.E (^0’ 1̂ ’ - ’ *̂ 3*’ 3̂A+l ) ^  ®R̂ II,E V̂ O’ ’ ^3i-l’ 3̂A ) '
Recall ORDgg (ag, a,, —, â  ̂2, a^^) 4 and y —ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., â  ̂2, a^g) .
If y = 0, then by Proposition 3.9 Vx(ag, a ,,..., a^*, x) has ORDgg 0 . If y >0, then by
the definition o f ORDgg , B xeX P ORDgg'’ (ag, a ,,..., a^g, x )4  and
ORDgT  ̂(ag, a ,,..., a^ ,̂ x )<  ORDg^^ (ag, a ,,..., a^ ,̂,, ajg) = y. By the definition of s,
ORDgl'° (ag, a ,,..., agg, a^^+Ji and is < O R D ^  (ag, a ,,..., a^ ,̂,, a , J  since
(ag, a ,,..., a^g, ajg^,) is according to s.
Case 3 n = 3Z: + 2 for some k > 0 .
By a similar argument as that presented in Case f , we
show that ORDgT"" (ag, a ,,..., 733̂ 2̂) 4 and either
3 /  \  r \
^R ÎI.E (^0’ 3̂*+l’ 3̂A+2 ) "
®R̂ II,E ( P ’ ’ 3̂A+1’ ^3̂ +2) — ^R^I1,E ( P ’ ‘̂ 3A’ ‘̂3A+1 ) '
 ̂To S ta y  out of ORD̂  “ , we use III — in this case which is Ill’s turn, whereas we used t h e
definition of ordJ"” in case (i) where it is player I’s turn.
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R e c a l l  O R D gg  ( ^ 0’ ^3a+i) 4  a n d  y  O R D gg ( a g ,  a , , . . . ,  a^,., 3̂3̂ + ])- B y
the definition o f  ORD,,’g ,
V x e  T- ORDgg (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3^^,, x ) 4 .
Since (og, a , , . . . ,  a3g, O s A + J ^ T ' ' ^ ,  (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3„, a3t+,) g ORD^°, and since
I I I ’ pl^y^r III m ust play a move x such that (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3 +̂,, x)i ORD^° . In
particular (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3^^2) ^  O R of’ so that Hence by [^ ,
ORDgg (ag, a , , . . . ,  a3g3_2 5 a3,j^2) 4  and is <ORD„g (ag, a ,, . . . ,  a3g, a3,j3.,).
Consequently by cases (i), (ii), and (iii), we have shown the claim by induction.
□  (Claim )
By the claim, V« ORDgg^ (ag, a , , . . . ,  a„_,, a„ ) 4- and i f  the 
ORDgg (ag, a , , . . . ,  <3345 ^3A+i)^P then
9 tIJ) / \ 3 tI*Î / \
®R ÎI,E (^0’ ^P ' ’ ^3A’ ^3A+] ) ^  ®R®II,E (^0’ '^P ' ’ ^3A-P ^3A ) —
9 -rhD / \ 3 / \
f̂ R̂ II,E (^0’ ^P '  ’ ^ 3A-2 ’ p A -1 ) — f̂ R̂ II.E (^0’ ^P '  ’ ^ 3A-3 ’ p A -2 ) '
Hence if  ORDj/g"’ (ag, «3 i+ ,)^0 , then
3 /  \  3 /  \
®R^I1,E (^0’ ^P ' ’ ^ 3A-3 ’ Pa-2 ) '  ̂ f̂ R̂ n,E (^0’ ^P ' "  ’ ^ 3A-6 ’ p A -5 ) ^
3 tIT^ /  \  3 tI*!̂  /  \< ORDg g (ag, a ,,..., â î ĝ, 3̂3,,  ̂) < - < ORD,,^ (^o’ ^i)- 
Therefore, if Yk  ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., aj^, aj^^,) 0, then
3 /  \  3 tI*!̂  /  \
ORDgE V̂ O’ ^1 )^  ®R®II,E (^0’ ^P ^2’ ^3’ ^4)
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3 /  \  3 /  \> ORDg g (flg, j > ORDgg («g, a,,..., ^ 3k+i / ̂
which gives an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals. Since a decreasing sequence of 
ordinals must be finite, 3k ORD̂ ,g ° (ag, a,,..., ) = 0 . By the definition of
ORDgT^O, 3 i< k  (ag, a ,,..., a3„^ ,)eE . O (Lemma3.15)
We now show that player IFs strategy Sg in Lemma 3.15 above naturally leads to a 
winning strategy for player II in certain three-player games:
Corollary 3.16. If G is a three player game in which:
(i) players I and II respectively have open payoff sets 0{D)  and 0 { E ) ,
(ii) ( ) G ORDg g ° , and
(iii) G satisfies III^^^§g<I,
then player II has a winning strategy for the game G.
Proof. Let G be a three-player game as described in the hypothesis. Let D and E 
generate player I and IFs open payoff sets, respectively. By Lemma 3.2 player II has a
strategy s to get to a position p  of ORDg ĝ  0 . Let a  be the strategy in which player II
plays according to s until he reaches such a p  and then he plays randomly. Let
7 = (Fo’ 7p 72 ’ • • •) bG a play according c r. Then there is a position
(7g, 7i, • • •, 7„-p 7„ ) G T‘ ° with ORDg'̂ "" 0. By the definition of ORD,,'^ 0,
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3 i< n  (^g, y ,,..., y,_,, jv,)e E so that J5 e  (9(E). Hence y  is a winning play for player 
II and (T is a winning strategy. □  (Corollary 3.16)
We have shown that either player I or II has a winning strategy for certain three- 
player games when ( ) is either in ORD̂  ° or ORDg for appropriate D and E. We next 
show that player III will have a winning strategy for appropriate three-player games when 
( ) is neither in ORDj’° nor in ORDg g .
Lemma 3.17. If G is a three-player game in which:
(i) G satisfies I I a n d  , and
(ii) ( ) i  ORDf° and ( )g  ORDg'^,
then player III has a strategy to keep all positions out of both ORD̂ *̂  and ORDg  ̂ in the
game G and in particular from being in D or E. Hence any play according to this strategy 
is neither in 0{D)  nor (9(E ).
Proof. Let ( ) i  ORD^° and ( ) i  ORD̂ , g ° and show player III has a strategy such that 
all positions according to this strategy are neither in ORD̂  ° nor in ORDg g  ̂. Therefore 
all positions are in T '° \ ORDgg" . Define a strategy for player III as follows:
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Lets(ûfQ, <2,,..., Û3„, ^3»+])
P 3̂n+2
(<3q, a ,,..., ûf3„+], ^3«+2 ) ^ T \ ORDg g
îfT '’"\ORDg'^''" ^ 0 ,
8 otherwise, if  there is no such
a3n+2 •
We shall show that if (og, a ,,..., a„_,, is a legal play according to s, then
Vn («g, a ,,..., a„_,, a„) e T*’° \ORDgg , i.e. that no move by player I nor player II can 
take a position in T'’° \ORDg^" to a position outside T'"° \ORDgg"^.
Claim. Vn (a^, a ,,..., a„_,, a„) e T*° \ORD ,̂g' if (a^, a,, a^,...) is a legal play 
according to s.
Fix a play (ag, a,, a^,...) according to s. Considering the cases “ n = 3/ ”,
“ n = 3/ +1 ”, and “ n = 3/ + 2 ”, we show by induction that the Claim holds. Fix n e ® .  
Note that:
(ag, a,,...,  a„_2, a„_, ) e T '° \ ORD^'^ , i.e. ( « «  )
ORD, (ag, a ,,..., a^_2 , a„_j)T and ORDgg (ag, a ,,..., o^_2, a,,_,)T, 
as this follows by the Induction Hypothesis when n - 1 e N and otherwise, when n = 0 ,
by assumption (ii) in the hypothesis to this lemma that ( ) 0 ORD,' and ( ) g ORD,,'g . 
Case 1 : n = 3A: for some > 0 (i.e. it is player I’s turn).
By ( n o ) (ag, a ,,..., a3̂ _;, a3„_,) i  ORD "̂ ,̂ so that by the definition of ORDf°,
Vx (ag, a ,,..., a,*,,, x ) g ORD '̂°.
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In particular (a„, a ,,..., «3̂ )^  ORof**.
By (HO) («0, «1,..., fl3̂ _2’ "3i-i) ^ ORDgg" SO that, since G satisfies I , 
player I must play x such that (a^, a,,..., «3 ,̂,, x) <t ORDg  ̂ . In particular
(ag, , ^3t-i’ ^3t)^f^R^n,E •
We have shown that
(ag, a,,..., a3,,_j, ) i  ORD, and (ag, a,,..., a3̂ _,, a3,, ) i  ORD,, g .
Therefore we have (ag, a,, a^, -, a3„_,, a3 )̂ e T‘° \ O R D g .
Case 2: n = 3A: +1 for some Z: > 0 (i.e. it is player IPs turn).
By (OH) (ag, a,, a^, -, a3̂ _,, a3 )̂ g ORD,'*̂  so that since G satisfies II
player II must play anx such that (ag, a,,..., a3„_,, x) i  ORDf°. In particular 
(ag, a ,,..., â î , <33,,̂ ,)0 ORD, .
By ( 00 ) (ag, a ,,..., , a3^)g ORDg g ° so that by the definition of ORD ,̂'g ,̂
Vx (ag, a ,,..., x)^ORDgg
In particular, (ag, a, a3*, a3„ ,̂) i  ORDg '̂" .
We have shown that
(ag, a ,,..., â î , 3̂A+i) ^ ORD, and (ag, a,,..., â /̂ , a3^ ,̂) 0 ORD„g . 
Therefore (ag, a,,..., a3^ ,̂) e T '° \ORDg^" .
Case 3 : n = 3k + 2 for some k > 0 , (i.e. it is player Ill’s turn).
In this case, we use player Ill’s strategy to stay out of ORD °̂ and ORDgg . Let
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p  = {ag, a ,,..., ). We first note that by the definition of ORDg g , we have:
if Vx € ORDf,'*'" (^ Ix ))  4 , then ORD^"" ( p ) 4 7  (*)
Recall ORDg^  ̂(e ) ̂  by (HO); therefore we have by ( # )  that
3 x e T y 'p lx )g O R D g '^ .
Hence 3x ̂ "(x) e T' ° \ ORDg g so that, by the definition of s and since 
(ag, a,,..., a t̂+i, a3̂ 2̂) is according to s,
(<3g , a , , . . . ,  a3,,^,, a 3,,^2 )  ^  T  ̂® R ^ii,e •
By Cases 1, 2, and 3, we have shown (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„) e T'° \ORDgg for our 
fixed n. Therefore, by induction, we have proved our claim that 
Vn (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„) 6 T'’° \ORD ,̂g" . In particular for every n (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„) 
doesn’t have ORD̂ *̂  - value zero so Vn (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a „ ) i D .  Also by the claim, for 
every n, (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„)€  T'°and doesn’t have ORDgg -value zero; so 
Vn (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a J g E .  □(Claim)
Consequently if ( ) g ORD^°, ( ) g ORDĝ '  ̂ and y = (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a„,...) is a play 
according to s, then Vn (ag, a ,,..., a„_,, a„) e T'"° \ ORDg^ (by the claim) and in 
particular Vn (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a „ ) i D  and Vn (ag, a,,..., a„_,, a „ ) i E .  Therefore, the
 ̂If Vx e  T- (flg, â , a , , . . . ,  03*+,, x ) e  ORDgg , then by the definition of, ORD̂ g , 
ORD ĝ’" (ag, a,, 02, -, «3A’ «3A+i)4 and equals sup [o R D ^  (a„, a,, a ,,. . . ,  x ) ] .
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play y  is neither in the open set generated by D nor in the open set generated by E.
□  (Lemma 3.17)
We now show that the strategy s used by player III above is a winning strategy for 
certain three-player games:
Corollary 3.18. Player III has a winning strategy for every three-player game in which: 
player I and II respectively have open payoff sets,
(i) G satisfies I I and for some D and E that
respectively generate player I and player IFs payoff sets,
(ii) ( ) g ORD̂ ’° and ( ) g 0 RD^J'° , i.e. ( ) eT'-° \ORDu’J ’̂  .
Proof. Let G be a three-player game which satisfies the hypothesis above. By Lemma 
3.3 player III has a strategy s, such that all positions according to s are neither in D  nor E. 
Let y  = {yo ,y 2, y 3,---) be a play according to s. Then:
( y o , y , , . . . , y „ _ , , 3;„ )g Z ) and Vn {y^, y^,..., y„_„ y „ ) i  E .
Hence
y ^ O { D )  and y ^ O ( E ) .
Therefore, y  is neither a win for player I nor II. Thus y is a win for player III. 
Consequently we have shown that s is a winning strategy for player III.
□  (Corollary 3.18)
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Corollaries 3.1, 3.2 and 3.18 together imply that certain three-player games are 
determined.
Theorem 3.19. Determined are three-player games G which satisfy the following:
(i) players I and II have open payoff sets,
(ii) III , II^ ^ I , and I for some D and £  that
respectively generate player I and player IPs payoff sets.
Moreover, for any such game G,
a. Player I has a winning strategy for G when ( ) e ORof ° .
b. Player II has a winning strategy for G when ( ) e  ORD̂ , g .
c. Player III has a winning strategy for G when ( ) e T‘ ° \ ORD̂ , g ° .
Proof: Let G, D, and E  be as in the hypothesis to the theorem so that (i) and (ii) hold.
(a) follows from Corollary 3.4, (b) follows from Corollary 3.2, and (c) follows from 
Corollary 3.18. G is determined by (a), (b), and (c). □  (Theorem 3.19)
Just as we consolidated Corollaries 3.4, 3.16, and 3.3 into Theorem 3.20, we can 
consolidate Lemmas 3.3, 3.15, and 3.17 to obtain:
Proposition 3.20. If D T E  and G is a three player game which satisfies III ,
II , and I , then:
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(i) when ( ) € ORD̂  ° , player I has a strategy to reach a position in D,
(ii) when ( ) € ORD  ̂g  ̂, player II has a strategy to reach a position in E, and
(iii) when ( ) e T' ° \ ORD  ̂g" ,̂ player III has a strategy to keep all positions out
of both D and E.
□  (Proposition 3.20)
In the next chapter we show that determinacy in Theorem 3.19 fails if we drop any 
one of the three non-helping conditions from the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3.19. In 
Chapter 5, we verify that Theorem 3.19 holds even if we permute the roles of the players. 
In Chapter 6, we generalize the result of Chapters 3 and 5 from three-player biased games 
to (« + 1) -player biased games.
The non-helping conditions restrict players from intentionally helping an opponent on 
any move, but a nice result from Theorem 3.19 restricts a player from making a move 
which results in a different ordinal value than before the move was made.
Corollary 3.21. Determined is any infinite three-player game of perfect information in 
which:
(1) at most one player has a payoff set that is not open,
(2) at every position, there is a move m such that at the resulting position, no 
player other than possibly the player making the move m has a winning 
strategy, and
(3) each is required to make such a move/w. □  (Corollary 3.21)
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CHAPTER 4
SHOWING THE DETERMINACY OF THE 
BIASED GAME (CHAPTER 3) IS OPTIMAL 
In Chapter 3 we proved certain three-player biased games are determined (see 
Theorem 3.19). In this chapter, we show that such determinacy is optimal. We show that
for any two of the three non-helping conditions. I I I , I I o r
I I I , the collection of games which satisfy those two conditions is not
determined. For each of the three conditions, we provide a nondetermined game in which 
that condition fails but the other two are satisfied.
In our first case we shall define a nondetermined three-player game G in which
players I and II have open payoff sets and which satisfies I I I a n d
. By Theorem 3.19, G cannot satisfy II since otherwise G would
be determined.
Theorem 4.1. Theorem 3.19 with omitted is false, i.e. there exists a
nondetermined game G in which the payoff sets of players I and II are respectively open 
sets 0 (D ) and 0  = 0 ( 0 )  and which satisfies III— and I —^=-^^2^11.
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Proof. Let A be any set with at least two elements and let M  g A.  We shall present a 
three-player (nondetermined) game G = G^ {0{D), 0 , 0(D)^  that satisfies the above 
theorem:
I üq «3
G: II a, a, •••
III ûfj âfj ^3n+2
Player I wins iff a, = M.  Player III wins iff a, ^  M.  Player II never wins, and player 
II’s payoff set is the open set 0 ( 0 ) ,  which is just the empty set. Below we define D 
and in Claims 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, we respectively prove that G satisfies I I I a n d
I t h a t  G is not determined.
Let D be the collection of all finite sequences of the form («„, M ) where e A.  
Player Fs payoff set is the open set 0 ( D ) . Note that:
)  <=(:)(D) iff Elq, (4o, Jkf) Ç: j f .
ORD]'°(^) = 0 iff M )  for some a^.
Let a^[p) denote a, when p  = [üq, a,, a ,̂ •••, a„.,, a„). Note that 
ORD; (^ ) = 0 iff In(p) >2 and a^{j>) = M  .
Lemma 4.2. If In (^ ) < 1, then ORD̂ *̂  (p )  t , i.e. p  has no ORD^^-value.
Assume ln (p )< l .  Suppose p  has ORD^° . First we note that 3 q - ^ p  such that 
In (^) - 1 and q has ORD^'°.
If ln (^ ) = l ,  let ^ =
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If In (^ )  = 0 , then p  = { )■ Recall ORof° (e )  • By the definition of ORD̂ ’° 0 ,
P  OROf“ (p ) > 0 since In (^ )  < I . By the definition of ORD̂  *̂ , HOg such that 
Pi'^o) -  («0 ) has ORDf° < P ; m  this case let q = p i ^ o)  = (<20).
So in either case, we have q ^ p ,  In(^) = I , and ORD̂ *̂  (^) i . Let S = ORof° [ q) . 
By the definition of ORD, "^0, S > 0 . By the definition of ORD '̂ ,̂
Va, 0 R D f° (^ > ,))4  and <S ,
Va,Va2 ORD;(g^(a,, and <S,
and VajVojBaj ORDf°(^''(a,, o^, and < S .
Pick a, It M,  pick any a^, and select ^  that satisfies ORD^° (^l(a,, a^, a^)) < .
Then ORD ’̂° {q  ia^, ü2 , a^)) = Ŝ  <S . If ^, = 0 , we are done.
If <5, > 0 , then by the definition of ORof ,
Va^Va^Sa^ ORof° (ç l(a ,, a ,, - -, a ,, a^))>L and is < ̂ ,.
Pick any , pick any a , , and select an a, that satisfies
ORD̂ ’°(g"(a,, a;, -, a „  a j < ^ , .  Then ORDf°(^"(a,, a%, •••, a ,, a^)) = Ô2 <S^. If
Ô2 = 0 , we are done.
If ^2 > 0, we continue in this manner unless/until we reach <5„ = 0 . Since decreasing 
sequence Ô > S^> 02> ■■■ of  ordinals is finite, eventually we do have <5̂„ = 0 . Thus we 
obtain ORD '̂° (a,, o^, oig, , ^3»)) = 0 and so a, =M . This is a contradiction
of a, ^  M.  Thus if  In (^ )  < 1, ORof° (p ) t . □  (Lemma 4.2)
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Claim 4.3. ORD̂  ° (^ )  4 iff In (p )  > 2 and a, (^ )  = M.
(<=:) First show if the ln (p )> 2  and a^{p) = M,  then p  has ORof ° .
Suppose a, (^ )  = M, i.e. p  = {a^, M,  a„_,, a„) for some a^, a^,
a„.j, a„ . By the definition of ordinals of a position, ORDf° (_p) = 0 so that ORD, '° 4 .
(=>) Next we show, if p  has ORD, ° , then ln (^ )> 2  and a,(p) = M.
Suppose p  = (ao, a„.,, a„) has ORüf° . From Lemma 4.2 we have 
ln (p ) > 2 and « > 1. Let ORD̂  ° (p )  = p  , and show a, {pi) = M.  * We show this by 
induction on p .
For the Base Step, p  = 0 so that ORüf° (ûq, a ,,..., a„.,, a„) = 0, and by the 
definition of ORDf° (^ )  = 0 , a, = M.
For the Induction Step we assume P>Q  and the Induction Hypothesis that: 
for any q ' = {0 ,̂ a ,,..., a,_,, a .)  in which ORD̂ '̂  (^ ') </ ?,  
we have j >  \ and a, {q') = M.
Now we must show a^{p) = M,  knowing that ORD̂ ’° {p)  = P . First we shall find 
^ ^ ( « 0, a,, a„) such that ORD̂  ° (g) 4 and is < p .
Case 1 : n = 3A: for some A: > 0.
Recall ORDf°(ao, a ,,..., 0 1̂̂ ) = p > 0 .  By the definition of ORDf°,
VXiVXjBXj ORD^‘̂ (^n(x,, %2, X;)) < /?. (1)
Since P > 0 ,  pick any x, = «3* ,̂, pick any x% = «3̂ +2, and select an X3 = 03̂ +3 that makes
' Therefore, ORD, “(^) = 0 .
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(l)trae. Then ORüf° «31+3) ) < ^ .  We let ^ 03̂ +3, «3*^3).
We have q ^ p ,  ORD,’° {q) 4 , and ORD, *̂ {q) < P .
Case 2 : « = 3A: +1 for some A > 0 .
Recall ORDf°(ao, a,,.. . ,  a-̂ ,̂ «3*+i) = y0 . By the definition o f ORdJ’° ,
Vx;3x3 ORD -̂°(p''{x,,X2) ) < p .  (2)
Since P > d ,  pick any = ^3k+i, and select an X3 = 3̂̂ +3 that makes (2) true. Then 
ORDf° (^>3*^2, (^*+3)) < p .  We let ^ «3*̂ 3) • We have q ^ p ,
ORD,'° {q) 4  , and ORof° { q ) <p .
Case 3: « = 3A + 2 for some A > 0 .
Recall ORD, ° (üQ, a,, .. . ,  «3̂ +1, P • By the definition o f ORof^,
Hx, ORD^-:'(^lx3))<^. (3)
Since P>Q,  select an X3 = that makes (3) true. Then ORof° (p''(a3^,.3)) < p . We 
let q El«3i+3), 9 Q E , ORDi (^) 4 , and is < /?.
Thus by Cases 1, 2, and 3, we have q 3  (a^, a,, . . .,  a„.,, a„), ORD,'° (^) 4 , and is 
< . By the Induction Hypothesis, â  (g ) = M.  Since ln (p ) > 2 and q~2 . p ,  ^\ {p)
exists and equals a, {q) = M.  □  (Claim 4 .3)
Next we compute T ’ and ORD„ g for the game. Recall from Chapter 3, 
T*’" =df (p  = («o, 4 , -, ««-1 ) I ORDf° (p ) T) . By Claim 4.3,
T’’° = { p  = («o. 4 ,-  -, ) I b i(^ ) < 1 or a, ( ^ ) M }  .
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Since the payoff set for player II is empty, no p  has ORD^^ -value of zero (by 
definition of ORD,, g^0). By induction on P , one can prove that no p  has 
ORDgg  ̂- value p .  Thus ORDgg  ̂(p ) t  for every p ,  so that:
ORD̂ ’g° = 0 . (1)
We now show that G satisfies III J ^ ^ ^ I and I .0
Claim 4.4. G satisfies I I I .
Suppose ^  = («0 , a,, «2 , - -, ^ ORD^° and 3y such that p ly )  g ORD^°.
We shall show that player III must play such that ^ ORD̂ ’° . We know
ln (p ) > 1. By Claim 4.3, a ^ { p ) ^ M  so that 4  (Ê ("3 4 +2 )) *  Therefore ,
'^^3k+2 P {^3m )  ^ ORD ’̂° by Claim 1 again. Thus player III can pick any uud 
player 1 will not be helped. □  (Claim 4.4)
Claim 4.5. G satisfies I >11.
Suppose p  = {oq, a ,,..., 0 3 .̂2 , 0 3 ^.,) e T’*̂ \ORD,{^° and 3y such that
p ly )  e T‘ ° \ ORDg g  ̂ . We shall show player I must play such that
p lo , , )  e T'-'' \ O R D ^  . Since ORD^' = 0  ,by (i), T’° \ ORD^' = T'"".
Case 1 : A- 0 .
Then p  = (( )) and player I selects any a^. Since In (p lao )) <1, p la ^ )  E T '°  by
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Lemma 4.2.
Case 2: A > 1.
Then ln (p ) > 2 , and by the definition of T'"° and by Claim 4.3, a ^ { p ) ^ M  since 
p  e T'’“ . Let player I select any . Since a, (.P («3̂ )) = 0, ( p ) 36M , p l o g j  e T' ° .
In both Cases 1 and 2 p  ip^k) ^ = T '°  \ ORD,,'^ . Thus player I can choose
any and player II will not be helped. □  (Claim 4.5)
By Claims 4.4 and 4.5, G satisfies I I I a n d  I^ ^ ^ ’̂ ‘̂ * '^11.
Claim 4.6 The game G = G^ {0{D),  0 ,  0 (D )j is not determined.
Proof. Let cr be a strategy for the game presented here. We will show cr is not a 
winning strategy for any player.
Case 1 ; Assume cr is a strategy for player I.
Let y  = (ao, a ,,..., a„.,, a„, ...) be a legal play according to cr, in which player II 
selects a, ^  M.  Since a, ^  M, y  is not a win for player I. Therefore, since y  is 
according to cr, cr cannot be a winning strategy for player I.
Case 2: Assume cr is a strategy for player II.
Let y  = (cfo, a ,,..., a„_,, cẑ , ...) be a legal play according to cr. Since player II has 
an empty payoff set, y  is not a win for player II. Therefore, since y  is according to 
cr, cr cannot be a winning strategy for player II.
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Case 3: Assume cr is a strategy for player III.
Let y  = {a^, a ,,..., a„.,, a„, ...) be a legal play according to cr,in which player II 
selects a, = M.  Since a, = M , y  is not a win for player III. Therefore, since y  is 
according to cr, cr cannot be a winning strategy for player III. Thus cr is not a winning 
strategy.
Thus, by Cases 1, 2 and 3, the game G is not determined.
□  (Claim 4.6 and Theorem 4.1)
Next we shall define a nondetermined three-player game G in which players I and II 
have open payoff sets and which satisfies I I a n d  \ . By Theorem
3.19, G cannot satisfy I I I s i n c e  otherwise G would be determined.
Theorem 4.7. Theorem 3.19 with I I I o m i t t e d  is false, i.e. there exists a 
nondetermined game G in which the payoff sets of players I and II are respectively open 
sets 0{D)  and (9(E) and which satisfies I I a n d  1 .
Proof. Let A be any set with at least two elements and let M e . We shall present a 
three player (nondetermined) game G = G^ {0(D),  0 (E ), 0 )  that satisfies the above 
theorem:
I 4) ^
G: II a, ■■■
I I I  ^ 2  ^ 5  ^ 3 n + 2
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Player 1 wins iff = M.  Player II wins iff M.  Player III never wins and player 
Ill’s payoff set is the empty set. Below we define D  and E, and in Claims 4.9. 4.10, and 
4.we respectively prove that G satisfies and \ , and that G is not
determined.
Let D  be the collection of all finite sequences of the form {a^, a,, M ) where 
«o,a, e . Let E  be the collection of all finite sequences of the form [a^, a,, a^,) where 
«0,0,,«2 e and * M .  Let a^^p) denote when p  = («o, a,, a^, •••, «„).
Player I and II’s payoff sets are the open sets 0 (D )  and (9(E) respectively. Note that:
/  e 0{D)  iff 3«o3a, (a^, a,, M) e  / .
ORD, ° ( p )  = 0 iff a2(p )  = M for some a^, a,.
ORDf°(p) = 0 iff ln (p )> 3  and a2 {p) = M.
A e (9(E) i f f 3«o3 fl,3a2 { a ^ ^ M  a  (oq, a,, «2) £  ^) •
ORD̂ ,’g’° (e )  = 0 iff a2 ( e )  ^  M for some Og, « ,.
Lemma 4.8. If ln (p ) < 2 , then ORD̂ ’° ( e )  ^ , i.e. p  has no ORD^  ̂- value.
This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2 in Theorem 4.1. Assume 
1u ( e )  ^  2 and ORD,’“ ( e )  (towards a contradiction). First find q ~^p  such that
In(^) = 2 and ORD̂  ° {q) 4 . By the definition of ORD̂ ’°0 and ORof’̂ , we have
Ô = ORof° (^) > 0,
V«2 ORD̂ ’° (^ ''(o j))4 and <6,
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VûfjBûs ORD^^(gl(a2, ^3)) 4 and < S .
Pick any ^  M,  and select an that satisfies ORD| ° ^3) ) - 4  .
By the usual construction, 3 ^ 3  ^  («2, ^3) such that ORof° {g) = 0 . Since 
ORD^  ̂(g) = 0, «2 (^) = M , ^  4- of «2 (g) = ci2 ^  M.  □  (Lemma 4.8)
Claim 4.9. ORD̂ ’° (e ) 4 iff In (e ) ^  3 and «2 ( e )  =
This proof of Claim 4.9 is analogous to the proof of Claim 4.3 in Theorem 4.1.
(<=) If «2 (e )  exists and equals M, then ORüf° (e ) = 0. Therefore an ORD^°- 
value exists.
(=>) Next, show that if  O R O f(e ) 4 ,  then the In (p )  > 3 and a2(E) = ^ -
Suppose ORof ° ( p ) 4 .  Then by the Lemma 4.2 ln (p )> 3 . Just as is the proof 
of Claim 1 of Theorem 4.1, one can prove by induction on P , that if  = ORD̂ ’° (^) 4, 
then Ü2 {q) = M.  Then it will follow that «2 (e ) = M since ORD,° (p )  4 .
□  (Claim 4.9)
As usual, let T’° = it \p \^Q  ORd|'° ( ^ ) T j . By Claim 4.9,
T*'“ ={p = («o, a,, «2, •••, a„.i)| ln (p ) < 2  o ra ,(p );^ M } . ($)
Recall player II’s payoff set is the open set 0 ( E )  and E  is the collection of all finite 
sequences of the form {a^, a,, «2) where ag,a,,a2 e ^  and «2 ^  M. Also: 
h ^ O ( E )  iff 3ao3a,3«2 {ü2 ^ M  a  («q, a,, «2) ^  ^)-
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Remark 1 : By definition, not only is p  e  when both In (p ) > 3 and but
in fact:
ORD„g (p )  = 0 iff In (p )>3 and a2 { p ) ^ M .
Since ORD̂ ,’J ^ ( p ) 4  implies p eT '"°  and since ( ln (p )> 3  a p  G  ̂ (Ë) ^  by
($) we have:
Remark 2: If In (p )  > 3, then ORD,,'^  ̂( p ) 4  ** «2 ( e )  ^  ̂  o  ORD^^ (p ) = 0 .
Claim 4.10. VogVa, ORD,,'̂ '° («g, «,) = !.
Pick any «g and a , . We will show ORD„g^ («g, a,) = 1. By the definition of 
ORD ĵg° , we must show («g, a ,) e T'^ and Va^ e ,̂ ORD ,̂g° («g, a,, «2) - 1 ■ The 
former, («g, a, ) e ° , follows by Lemma 4.1. To show the latter, pick any «2 G T̂ ‘̂   ̂
and show ORD ,̂g° («g, a,, «2) = 0 which is certainly < 1 . Since «2 ^ T(';°o >,
(«g, a,, «2) e T‘° and «2 ^ ^ b y  ($). Therefore ORDgg  ̂(«g, a,, «2) = 0 •
□  (Claim 4.10)
Claim 4.11. V«g ORD„g’ («g) = 2.
Pick any «g. By Lemma4.1, «g e T ‘° . To show ORdJ,^  ̂(«g) = 2 , show 3a, such 
that («g, a,) e T'"  ̂ and ORD̂ ’g («g, a ,) < 1. Claim 4.10 gives us this for any a , .
□  (Claim 4.11)
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Claim 4.12. ORDg'° (( )) = 2.
By Lemma 4.8, ( ) 6 T' ° . We need to show V («g ) e  T' ° , ORD̂ ,’̂  («g ) < 2 . This 
follows immediately from Claim 4.11. □  (Claim 4.12)
Remark 3. ORD,, g  ̂(( )) 4 and is equal to 2, even though player II has no winning 
strategy and in particular ORDj,  ̂(( )) t .
Claim 4.13. ORD̂ {g'° (p ) 4 iff ln (p ) < 2 or cij (p )  M. Hence T*’° = ORD„g’ by($).
The direction <= follows by Claims 4.10-4.12 when ln (p ) < 2 and by the <= 
direction of Remark 1 when ln (p ) > 3.
The direction follows by Remark 2. □  (Claim 4.13)
We now show that G satisfies I I a n d  so that in fact followed
players I and II cannot help each other.
Claim 4.14. G satisfies I I •
Suppose p  = (üg, a ,,..., ORD '̂° and 3y such that pl(y) g ORD -̂ .̂ We
shall show that player II will play «3̂ ,̂ such that p~(a3t+, ) ^ ORD̂  ° .
Case 1 ; A = 0.
Then p  = («g ). Let player II select any a , . Since In ( p\a^  ) ) < 2 ,  p''(a, ) g ORof
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by Lemma 4.8.
Case 2; A > 1.
Then ln (p )  > 3 and since p  g ORD^^. Let player II select any «3̂ ^,.
Then (e~(«34+i)) = «2 ( e )  ^ M.
In both cases (i) and (ii) V«3̂ ,̂ P (P3k+i) ^ ° . Thus player II can choose any
«3̂ ,̂ and player I will not be helped. □  (Claim 4.14)
Claim 4.15. G satisfies .
We show that if  p  = («g, a,, «3̂ .2, ^3t-i) ^ T'"° \ ORDgĵ "' and if 3y such that
p ly )  € T'’° \ ORD,,̂ "̂  , then player I must play such that p l^ j^  ) e T' ° \ ORD,, g . By
Claim 5, T'"° \ ORD,, g = 0  so that the antecedent (of what we need to show) is always 
false. Therefore player I cannot help player II. □  (Claim 4.15)
By Claims 4.14 and 4.15, G satisfies I I a n d  I .
Claim 4.16. The game G = G^ {0(D),  (9(E), 0 )  is not determined.
The proof of this claim is analogous to the proof o f Claim 4.6 in Theorem 4.1.
Let <7 be a strategy for this game. We shall select a legal play
y = (flg, a ,,..., a„_,, ût„,...) that is according to cr, but witnesses that cr is not a winning 
strategy. If cr is a strategy for player 1, we pick y according to cr in which (p )  36 M.
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This results in y  is not a win for player I, so a  is not a winning strategy for player I. If 
cr is a strategy for player II, we pick ÿ  according to cr in which a ^ ^ p ^ - M .  This 
results in y  is not a win for player II, so cr is not a winning strategy for player II. Since 
player III has empty payoff set, cr cannot be a winning strategy for player III. Thus cr is 
not a winning strategy.
Therefore the game presented here is not determined.
□  (Claim 4.16 and Theorem 4.7)
Next we shall define a nondetermined three player game G in which player I has the 
open payoff set 0  = 0 ( 0 ) , player II has an open payoff set, and G satisfies III
and I I • By Theorem 3.1, G cannot satisfy for any E  that
generates player II’s open payoff set since otherwise G would be determined.
Theorem 4.17. Theorem 3.19 with Ij^^T=-^^2^II omitted is false, i.e. there exists a 
nondetermined game G in which the payoff sets of players I and II are respectively open 
sets 0  = 0 ( 0 )  and 0 (E )  and which satisfies and II
Proof. Let A be any set with at least two elements and let M  & A.
We shall present a three player (nondetermined) game G = G^ f 0 ,  0(E), 0 (E )  j 
that satisfies the above theorem:
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I ^0 U3
G: II fl, «4 • • • a'3n+l
III «2 5̂ 3̂n+2
Player 1 never wins and player Fs payoff set is the open set 0 ( 0 ) ,  which is just the 
empty set. Player II wins iff = M. Player III wins iff a„ ^  M. Player IFs payoff set 
is the open set 0 (E )  .Below we define E  and in Claims 2 and 3, we respectively prove 
that G satisfies III j ^ ^ I and II^ ^ 0 ^ 1 and that G is not determined.
Since the payoff set for player I is empty, no p  has ORDf*^0 (by definition of 
ORDf '^O). By induction on P, one can prove that no p  has ORD,’*̂ of value p. Thus 
ORD̂ ’*̂ (Ë )T  for every p,  and the ORD̂ ’*̂ = 0 .  Recall
T*'° =df | ë  I ^  E ORDf ° ( g ) T j . Since ORD  ̂° = 0 ,  T‘° equals the set of all finite 
sequences p .
Let E  be the collection of all finite sequences of the form (M ) . Note that:
A eO (E) iff (M )c A .
ORDg g (e ) = 0 iff E 3  (M ) , i.e. ORD„  ̂ (e ) = 0 iff Og (e ) = Af.
S ince T'’̂  = , ORD^^^ (e )  = ORD^f ( e )  = 0 iff &0 ( e )  = Af ; theorefore our restricted
ordinal-values ORD„ g^ is the same as the non-restricted version ORD̂ ’®.
Lemma 4.18. ORDg  ̂(( )) t  and ORDg g^ (( )) T .
This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2 in Theorem 4.1 for ORof° .
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Assume ORD̂ ,̂  (( )) 4 or ORD^g (( )) 4 (towards a contradiction). Then
ORD^f (( )) 4  and ORDn’g“̂  (( )) 4 and ORD,,  ̂(( )) = ORDj, g“  ̂(( )). By the definition
of ORD̂ ,’̂ , we have
Vog ORDg’® («g) 4  and < ORD^ (( )).
Pick any ^  M.  Then ORD„  ̂(ag ) 4 .
By the usual construction, 3 e  3  (flg ) such that ORDg  ̂(e ) = 0. Since 
ORD f̂ (e ) = 0, ag(E) = M, < - of ag(E )^  Af. □(Lemma 4.18)
Claim 4.19. O R of ( e )  4  iff ln(Ê) > 1 and Og ( e )  -  M.
This proof of Claim 4.19 is analogous to the proof of Claim 4.3 in Theorem 4.1 
forORof°.
(<=) If ag (e ) exists and equals M, then ORD̂ ,'̂  ( e ) = 0 and therefore the ordinal 
exists.
(=>) Suppose ORD^f ( e )  4 . Then by Lemma 4.18 ln(E) ^ 1. We show [p) = M .
Construct q ^ p  such that ORD^  ̂(g) = 0 . Then {q) -  M.  Since q ^ p ,  
a^{p) = a^{q) = M.  □(Claim  4.19)
We now show that G satisfies III and II J g ^ ^ I .
Claim 4.20. G satisfies III—^ < I  and II J g ^ I.\
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Suppose p  = {a^, a ,,..., «3̂ ,,, 0:3̂ ) g ORD, and 3y such thatp  (y) ^ O R D ^ . We 
shall show that for any and respectively played by players II and III, such that 
neither E ((*3,̂ +1) ^ ORD̂  "̂ nor ^*+2) ^ ORD,"'^. Since
Ë = («0, «1,• • •, ^3i-i’ ^3k ) ^  ORof*^, then for any «3̂ ,̂ played by player II 
E («3*+i) ^  ORD^* .̂ Since E~(«3*+i) ^  ORof*^, then for any played by player III 
P (' 3̂k+i’ ^2k+i) ^ ORof*^. Thus for any and «3̂ ^̂  played by players II and III, 
respectively, Ë (^3̂ +1) ^ ORD̂  '  ̂ and E (^3t+i, ^3̂ +2) ^ ORD̂  '̂  . □  (Claim 4.20)
Claim 4.21. The game G = G^ ^0 , 0(E),  0 (E )  j is not determined.
Let cr be a strategy for this game. We shall select a legal play 
y = (flg, a ,,..., a„_], a„, ...) that is according to cr, but witnesses that cr is not a
winning strategy. Since player I has an empty payoff set, cr cannot be a winning strategy 
for player I. If cr is a strategy for player II, we pick y  according to cr in which
flg (e )  = M.  This results in y  is not a win for player II and cr is not a winning strategy
for player II. If cr is a strategy for player III, we pick y  according to cr in which
flg (e )  ^ M.  This results in y  is not a win for player III and cr is not a winning strategy
for player III. Thus, cr is not a winning strategy.
Consequently, the game presented here is not determined.
□  (Claim 4.21 and Theorem 4.17) 
By Theorems 4.1,4.7 and 4.17, we have shown that it is impossible to prove any
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version of Theorem 3.19 which omits at least one of the non-helping hypothesis, 
III 3 ^ 1, II Jg£ ^ I ,a n d  I - : % ^ I I .
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CHAPTER 5
PERMUTING THE PLAYER’S ROLES
The proof presented in Chapter 3 had assigned players I and II with open payoff sets. 
In this chapter we will verify that assigning the two open payoff sets to other players does 
not change the determinacy of the games as long as the non-helping conditions are also 
adapted to reflect those changes. The non-helping conditions presented in our 
“permuted” games will follow those conditions stated in the proof of Chapter 3, i.e. the 
players with the open payoff sets do not help each other and the player with the 
complemental payoff set does not help the player with the “primary” open payoff set. 
Since the payoff sets will be assigned to other players, the definitions of the ordinals of 
positions for those players will also be changed.
In the main theorem of Chapter 3, players I and II were assigned open payoff sets 
0(D)  and 0 ( E ) , and ORD̂  '° was used to obtain a winning strategy for player I,
whereas ORD^^ (not ORD„’® ) was used to obtain a winning strategy for player II.
We next verify that our proof was not dependent on our choice of players with open 
payoff sets and the non-helping conditions for the three players. Suppose X, Y, Z are 
players I, II, III in an arbitrary order. We wish to verify that our proof of Theorem 3.19 
gives determinacy of the three-player biased open game in which X, Y and Z respectively 
take the roles that I, II and III had in Theorem 3.19.
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Definition 5.1. Definition of the canonical three-player biased open games.
(i) Let D and E  be perpendicular sets of positions, let {X, Y, Z} = {l, II, III}, and
let = | e |  Ç E ORD'x  ̂{q) • We define y 2) E)  to be the
three-player biased open game in which players X and Y respectively have
iUlu j  u.s> p u ju ii scib aiiu 111 WHICH y j  j>tiiiMic&. i ^
__rX , and Z jg P < X .
(ii) A three-player game G is a canonical three-player biased open game if  G is
G(x Y z) some permutation X, Y, Z of players I, II, III and for some
any sets D and E  of positions such that D E E .
(iii) Let (Y, E ) ^ z ^ ( X ,  D)  abbreviate Y^ g P < X and X .
(Recall the definition of ORDy^ from Definition 3.8. We drop D and E if  these 
are clear from the context.
Notice (Y, E ) ^ z ^ ^ ( X ,  D) is not equivalent to (X, D ) ^ z ^ ± ( Y ,  E ) , which 
abbreviates X J l f ^ Y and Y . □D
At the end of this section, in Theorem 5.4, we prove that all canonical three-player 
biased open games are determined, i.e. we show Ĝ ,̂ Xj xd (A , A )  determined for
any sets D, and of positions such that D, ±  and for any permutation X,, X^, X3 
of I, II, III. We first prove a few special cases of this in Theorem 5.2 and 5.3 as a warm­
up. The reader can skip to Theoreom 5.4 and its proof without any loss of generality.
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Our initial case is a proof in which players I and III have open payoff sets.
Theorem 5.2. {D, É)  is determined for any pair of sets D and E of positions
such that D E E .  That is, we have the determinacy of any three-player biased open game 
G with players I and III having open payoff sets 0{D)  and (9(E), and in which G
satisfies I I I , \^ ^ ^ \\\ and II^ J g ^ I .
Proof. Suppose D E E .  Let us consider a three-player game G in which players I and 
III respectively have open payoff sets 0(D )  and (9(E) :
1 ûfg «3 «3̂
G: Il a, «4 • • • a3n+l
III «2 5̂ 3̂n+2
We shall eventually show that G is determined if G satisfies (III, E ) ^ z ^ ± ( I ,  D)
and II^ ^ p * ^ ! • In particular, the canonical three-player biased open game
G(j jjj ,j)(E), E) is determined. (Recall ORdJ° ,T'*̂  = | e 1 Vg ç ^  0RD|'’° (^ )  t | , and
ORD̂ ĝ g from Definitions 3.9 and 5.1.)
First let’s summarize which non-helping conditions shall be used to construct 
winning strategies for which players. When ( ) e  OROf ° , no non-helping conditions
shall be required to define a winning strategy for player I. When ( )e  ORD,;, g , we shall 
use n  —4 ^ ^ I  to define a winning strategy for player III. When ( ) e T‘ ° \ ORD„fg°,
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we shall use (III, D) to define a winning strategy for player 11.
Claim 4. G is determined if G satisfies I II ,(E )^ z ^ ^ I ,(D )  and I I •
This follows from Claims 1, 2, and 3 below.
Claim 1. If ( ) G ORD̂  ° , then player I has a winning strategy for G.
Suppose ( ) G ORDf ° . By the definition of ORD, ° , 3ûq such that 
ORD} (flg) < ORD ’̂° (( )) if ORD} ° (( )) 0 . In this case, player Ts strategy is to play
«g such that ORDf°(ag)4 and is <ORDf°(( )). By the definition of ORDf°,
Va, [oRD^’° (ag, a,) < ORD^  ̂(ag)] . Therefore, once player II plays a ,, we have 
ORDj' ° (ag, a, ) 4 and is < ORD^° (ag ). By the definition of ORDf“ ,
Va^ [oRDf°(ag, a,, a j )<  ORDf°(ag, a ,)] . So, once player III plays , we have 
ORDf’°(ag, a,, a^) 4 and is <ORDf°(ag, a ,). Suppose play continues through each 
inning in this manner with player I playing according to his strategy to strictly decrease 
the value of ORD̂  ° . Eventually a position is reached with ORD̂  ° -value of zero since a 
decreasing sequence of ordinals is finite; then player I wins the game. □  (Claim 1)
Claim 2. If ( ) g 0RD̂ ,’,\’° and G satisfies I I , then player III has a winning 
strategy for G.
Suppose ( ) G ORD̂ 'gg and G satisfies I I . Since ( ) G T' ° , by the
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definition o f  ORD^’° ,  Vao[^(ao)GT'’° J  (i.e. (oq ) ^ ORd J ° ). By the definition o f
G T‘° (#o) < ORD̂ ,[g° (( ) )J . Therefore, once player I plays a^,
we have ORD̂,î É’° and is < (( )). We shall show e j  *
follows from (oq) ^ T ‘° and I I b y  what we shall call the Sup/NH (Sup/Non- 
Helping) Argument.
Sup/NH Argument Since (oq) e T ’’° , by the definition of ORD^°, (a„, a ,) g ORD^  ̂ for 
some move a, e  by player II so that it is possible for player II not to help player I.
Therefore, since II^ ^ p ^ I , we have (a^, a j  g ORof'^ for any legal
move a ,, i.e. V^a, |^a, e - O (Sup/NH Argument)
By the definition of ORD,,,[g° , Va, e ORD̂ ,,̂ e'’ (a^, a, ) < ORD̂ ,,̂ e'’ (a^)j . Therefore,
since V^a, a, g T̂ ^  ̂j , once player II plays a legal move a ,, we have ORD̂ ,',|g (a„, a, ) 4
and is < ORD,,',[g° (a^). By the definition o f O R D ^^ ,
3ü2 ^ ) |̂ ORD|]]E (^0? ^1’ ^2) (^0’ ^ ) J  unless ORD,„g (a^, a,) = 0.
Player Ill’s strategy is to play such an whenever ORD,,j[g° (a^, a,) > 0. Suppose play
continues through each inning in this manner with player III playing according to his 
strategy to strictly decrease the value of ORD ,̂7g . Eventually a position is reached with
ORD„,\ - value of zero since a decreasing sequence of ordinals is finite; then player III
' V̂ flj abbreviates “for all legal moves a ,’
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wins the game. □  (Claim 2)
Claim 3. If ( ) G T‘° \ ORD̂ ,',[g° (i.e. ( ) g ORDf° and ( ) g ORD,,ĵ g° ) and G salsifies 
(III, E ) ^ z ^ ± ( I ,  D ) , then player II has a winning strategy.
Suppose ( ) G T*’° \ ORD̂ jfg and G satisfies (III, (I, D ) . Since
( ) g ORof°, by the definition of ORD^° Va^ [(a^ ) g ] .  Since ( ) g ORD̂ ,’j|g' and
, by the Sup/NH Argument, we have V^a^ ĵ â  g ORD̂ j[ĝ  J ? Therefore, 
since Va^ [(a^ ) g T‘’° ] ,  V^a^ ĵ (ao ) g T'’° \ORD^^g° J . Since (a^ ) g T'’° \ORD̂ ,',|̂ '̂ , by the 
usual sup-argument, there exists a, g T^^  ̂ such that (a^, a,) g ORD̂ ;,̂  ; it is player IFs 
strategy to play such an a, (so that (a^, a ,) g T‘° \ORD /̂^g ). Since (a^, a,) G T '°  and 
I I I , by the Sup/NH Argument, we have V^a^ [(a^, a,, a^) g OROf° J , i.e.
V '̂aj l^a; G T(’̂ ° a, ) ]  -̂  Since (a^, a,)$Ê ORD̂ ,',|̂ '̂ , by the definition of ORDf,’,| '̂^,
(ag, a ,, a  ̂) g ORD̂ ,’gg° . Therefore, once player III plays a legal move , we have
(ag, a ,, aj ) G T ‘ ° \ ORD̂ ,[g for any move a  ̂g ,.  Suppose play continues through
 ̂Since { ) i  ORD̂ ,’,̂ g , by the usual sup-argument for some move g g ORDg,̂ g . Therefore it
is possible for player I not to help player III. Since I > III, for any legal move by player I,
3 Twe have g  ORD,,', g .
 ̂Since (a^, a, ) g ORD̂ ’° , by the usual sup-argument for some e  ̂ j , (a„, a,, )  g ORD̂ ’̂  .
Therefore it is possible for player III not to help player I. Since U I I , for any legal move by 
player III, we have (a^, a ,, )  g ORD̂ ’°  .
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each inning in the above manner with player II playing according to his strategy to keep 
the play out of ORD, '̂  and ORD̂ ,’,̂ g° . Player I will not win since the ORD, '̂  -value 
diverges at every position (and will never reach zero). Player III will not win since the
ORD̂ jfg” -value diverges at every position (and will never reach zero). Therefore player 
II will win if he plays according to the above strategy. □  (Claim 3)
Consequently, by Claims 1, 2, and 3, determined is the three-player biased open game 
G(, 1,1 ,j)(A E) which satisfies (III, E ) ^ z ^ ( I ,  D) and I I .
□  (Theorem 5.2)
Our next proof will study the determinacy of a three-player biased open game in 
which players II and III have open payoff sets.
Theorem 5.3. G^„ (D, £ )  is determined for any pair of sets D and E  of positions
such that D E E .  That is, we have the determinancy of any three-player biased open 
game G with players II and III having open payoff sets 0{D)  and 0{E)  and in which G
satisfies , and .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.2 except here players I and 
II switch their roles from that in Theorem 5.2. Assume D E E .  Let us consider a three- 
player game G in which players II and III respectively have open payoff sets 0{D)  and
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0(E):
I  ^ 0  ^ 3  ^ 3 n
G: II a, «4 ••• «3»+!
Ill Ü2 Cl̂  3̂n+2
We shall eventually show that G is determined if G satisfies (III, E ) ^ z ^ ± ( I I ,  D)
and I^ ^ ^ * ^ 11. In particular, the canonical three-player biased open game
G(ii jjj (D, E)  is determined. (Recall ORD^,°, =^p^\/q œ p  0RD’’° [q) t |  and
n,D
ORD,,’, g  from Definitions 3.9 and 5.1.)
First let’s summarize which non-helping conditions are used to construct winning 
strategies for which players. When ( ) g  ORD,,°, no non-helping conditions shall be
required to define a winning strategy for player II. When ( ) g  ORD̂ ,’gg , we shall use 
1 ̂ ^ D ^ II to define a winning strategy for player III. When. ( ) g  T"° \ ORD̂ ,’,|̂ '’ , we 
shall use (III, E ) ^ z ^ ^ ( I I ,  D) to define a winning strategy for player I.
Claiin.4. G is determined if G satisfies (III, E ) ^ z ^ ±  (II, D) and I I .
This follows from Claims 1 ,2, and 3, below.
Claim 1. If ( ) G ORD̂ ,’° , then player II has a winning strategy for G.
Assume ( ) g  ORD^,°. The strategy for player II is to play a move that strictly 
decreases the value of ORD„° until we reach a position with ORD̂ ;̂  -value zero. Due to
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the definition of ORD^^, no move by player I or III can take a position outside ORD„° or 
to a position with a higher ORD,,° -value. Eventually any play according to player IPs 
strategy reaehes a position with ORD̂ ,° -value of zero sinee a deereasing sequence of 
ordinals is finite. Consequently, any sueh play is a win for player II. □  (Claim I)
Claim 2. If ( ) e ORD̂ Ĵ̂  and G satisfies I^^^*^^11, then player III has a winning 
strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) e ORD,,fg and G satisfies I^^^*^^11. Recall that here player I and II 
switch the roles they had in Theorem 5.2. Otherwise this case is similar to Claim 2 of 
Theorem 5.2. Sinee ( )eT"'^ and I^^^*^^11, by the Sup/NH Argument,
[(«o) ^ . Since ( ) e O R o g ^ , V(ag) g T" ° , ORDg^ («o) 4 and is
< ORD̂ j’gg ° (( )) by the definition of ORDj,gg’*’ . Therefore ORD̂ ,’,̂ g° (og) 4 and is
<  O R D ^ ,gg° (( ) )  for any legal move . Since («g) g  ORD̂ ,’,̂ ”'’ , («g) g  T"’“ s o  that by 
the definition of ORD,,°, ( « g ,  a,) g  T”’° for any move a ,. Since ( ) g  ORD̂ ,’,̂ g ,
Va, G T("-°) ORD̂ ,’,y^ (flg, a,) 4 and is < ORDg'j|^ (otg). Therefore ORD̂ ,’̂ ^  («g, a,) 4
and is <  ORD^,gg ( o g )  for any move a ,. Since ( o g ,  a,) g  ORD^,’,̂ g , by the definition of 
ORDgg^ there is an «2 g  T,"^ , such that ORD„g”’° ( « g ,  â , a^) has a strictly lower
ORD ,̂gg°-value than ORD̂ j|%̂  («g, a,) if ORD ,̂,̂  ̂(«g, a ,)> 0 . In this case, player Ill’s 
strategy is to play such an . Eventually any play according to player Ill’s strategy
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n,D
reaches a position with ORD„, ̂  -value zero since a decreasing sequence of ordinals is 
finite. Consequently, any such play is a win for player III. □  (Claim 2)
Claim 3. If ( ) e T'"'’" T"’° \O R D ^  (i.e.( ) i  ORD̂ -̂  and ( O R D ^  ) and G
satisfies (III, .E ) ^ z ^ ± ( I I ,  D ) , then player I has a winning strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) e \ ORD̂ ,’,̂ g and satisfies (III, £ ') ^ ^ ^ ± ( I I ,  Z>). This claim is 
similar to Claim 3 in Theorem 5.2. Since ( ) g ORD̂ ,’° , ( ORD̂ ;,\ , and since
(III, E ) ^ z ^ ± ( I I ,  D ) , any legal move by players II and III will keep the play out of 
each other’s ordinal, by the Sup/NH Argument. Since ( ) g ORD̂ '̂ g' , 3ag[(ao)eT" °J 
such that («g ) g ORD̂ ,gg ; player I’s strategy is to player such an (og ) e T“ ®, i.e 
(«g ) e T"’° \ ORDyĵ g ° . In general, player I’s strategy is to play to stay in T"'"̂  and
therefore stay out of ORD„° and ORD,,’gp’ . This strategy results in a win for player I 
since any position according to this strategy does not have an ordinal-value of zero for 
ORD,,’° and ORD|,i|̂ “̂ . □  (Claim 3)
Consequently, by Claims 1, 2, and 3, determined is the game (D, É)  which
satisfies (III, D) and I • □  (Theorem 5.3)
The next theorem is a generalized proof of Theorems 3.20, 5.2 and 5.3 that all
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canonical three-player biased open games are determined.
Theorem 5.4. All canonical three-player biased open games are determined, i.e. for 
{X,, X j, X3} = {I, II, m} and any pair of sets D, and of positions sueh that D, _L ,
G(x ^ ^  ̂(D ,, D 2)  is determined. That is, we have the determinaey of any three- 
player biased open game G with players X, and X^ having open payoff sets 0(D ,) and 
0 ( ^ 2) and in whieh G satisfies: X2^ j!^ |^ ^ X ,, X, , and
X, hel
Proof. Let D, and £>2 be sets of positions such that £), ±  £>2 . Let
|X ,, X2, X3} = {I, II, n i) . Let G be a three-player game in whieh players X, and X2
respectively have open payoff sets G(£),) and G(£>2) - We will eventually show that G
is determined if G satisfies (X,, £),) D2 ) and X3 . That is, the
canonieal three-player game G^  ̂ x  ) ( A ’ A )  is determined.
Let T̂ ® be the entire game tree for the game. Inductively define T^'"' as follows:
(i) = T " " ' - ' \ f o r  i< 2 .
Recall ORDxJo ' ' ' is defined in Definition 3.5? so that:
(ii) ORD^Jd ' ' denotes ordinals of positions with respect to D, and for player X, 
in the game tree T^'"' °' ' . In particular O R D ^ J p ' (p)  4 => p e  " .
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(iii) ORDx^p = 0 iff and 3q e  D. { p ^ q ) .
It easily forllows that:
(iv) A play ÿ is a win for player X, iff 3k y{k)  e D,
iff 3 n > k  ORD^J;‘ (ÿ(«)) = 0.
Let’s first summarize which non-helping conditions are used to construct winning 
strategies for which players. When ( ) e ORD^^', no non-helping eonditions shall be
required to define a winning strategy for player X ,. When ( ) g  ORD^  ̂p̂  ' ,  we shall use
to define a winning strategy for player X ^. When ( ) g  \  ORD^^p  ̂ ' ,
we shall use the non-helping condition (X,, D, ) ( X, , A )  to define a winning 
strategy for player Xg.
We now generalize an often repeated Sup/Non-Helping Argument, introduced in 
Theorem 5.2:
Sup/NH Lem m a/ For a three player biased open game and for / = 1,2, we have: If 
p  G T^' ° ' , \/^m\^p''{m) G J , U is a player different than player X, such that
V , and if it is player U ’s turn to move at position p , then 
V ^ m [p l7 M )G T * " ° '] .
'* We will use the Sup/Non-Helping Lemma again in Chapter 6 .
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Proof. Suppose p  g  , y^m[p^{m)  g  ] ,  U ^ X ,  , G , and
it is not player X ,’s turn to move. Show p ''(/w) g T^'“' ° ' ' and g ORD^^p ' for
any legal move m.
Sinee p  g  ' ,  p  g ORD^^p ' ,  and since U #  X ,, by the sup-argument 
3m G ' ' p^im)  g ORDx^p ' "  J . Therefore, it is possible for player U not to help
player X ,. Since G , for any legal move m by player U,
p''{m) i  ORDxJp”'^ '' .  Sinee \ /^m^p''(m)  g  T^'“' °' ' J (by the hypothesis to the lemma),
y^m  r p^(m)  G T^"°' = T ^ " ° "  \ ORD̂ xJa"' 1 • O (Sup/NH Lemma)
Claim 4. G is determined if G satisfies (X,, D ,)^ ^ ^ ± (X ,,  A )  and 
(Xj, A ), that is the canonical three-player biased open game 
% .x ,.x ,) (A , A )  is determined.
This claim follows from Claims 1,2, and 3, below.
Claim 1. If ( ) G ORDx°‘ , then player I has a winning strategy for G.
Assume ( ) g  ORDx°‘ . The strategy for player X, is to play a move that strietly 
decreases the value of ORDx°' until we reach a position with ORDx°' -value of zero. No 
move by player X; or player Xj can take a position in ORDx°' to a position outside
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ORDx°‘ or with higher ORDx°' -value. Therefore any position completing a later inning 
will a have a strictly lower ORD^ '̂ -value than positions from earlier innings with 
nonzero ORD^ '̂ -value. Therefore, since a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals is 
finite, eventually a position is reached with ORD̂ Î ' -value of zero, so that player X, wins 
when he plays according to this strategy. □  (Claim 1)
Claim 2. If ( ) e ORD^^p  ̂ ' (so that ( ORD^ '̂ ) and G satisifies X3 , then 
player X^ has a winning strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) e ORD^^p ‘ and G satisfies X, . We will describe a strategy
for player X^ such that positions according to player X% ’s strategy are in ORD̂ ^̂  p̂  ‘
(and therefore in T^' °' ) Player X; ’s strategy will be to play a move that strictly 
decreases the value of ORD^^p ‘ until we reach a position with ORD^^p ' -value of zero.
Since ( >eORD^^_p/,( >eT"'"'.
Consider an arbitrary position p  sueh that p  e  ORD^J p̂  ' (and therefore p  g T^' °' ). 
We shall first show that if it is player X, or X3’s turn, then for every legal move m\
p-(m) € T"' ° ' , 0RD>A°‘ ( p » >  I-. and ORd’A ° ‘ ( p » )  S O R D ^ f  {p)-  
If  it is player X, ’s turn to move, p^(m) g  for any move m by the definition of 
O RD^'. If it is player X3 ’s turn to move, then by the Sup/NH Lemma
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y^m\p^{m)  e ] ,  since : p  e , V^m[p^(m) eT^^] ,  and it is
not player X, ’s turn to move. Thus in either case, p"(/w) e T^' ° ' , and since 
p  G (p lm ))  4  and (p^m )) < ORD^]^^' (p )  by the
definition of ORD^  ̂ 'Aj.Ui
Now suppose it is player X^ ’s turn to move. In this case, we describe player X^ ’s 
strategy. Recall p  g  ORD^^p  ̂ ‘ .  If ORD^J Ĵ  ' (p )  > 0 , by the definition of ORD^  ̂p ^  ' 
there exists a move m g  T^‘ °' such that ORD^J p̂  ' ( p 1(/w)) 4 and 
ORDx  ̂p’ ' ( p 7 /w)) < ORDxJp  ̂ ' (p )  ; it is player X%’s strategy to play such an m.
3 T^l ’̂ 1In summary, any legal move by players X, and X3 takes a position in ORDx̂  p̂  to a 
position in ORDx  ̂p̂  ' with no larger ORDxJp  ̂ ‘ -value and player X^ ’s strategy results in
- ,Dj
his making moves which strictly decreases the ORDx̂  p̂  -value until we reach a position
with ORDx̂ p̂̂  ‘ -value of zero. Since a deereasing sequence of ordinals is finite,
eventually a position is reached with ORDx  ̂p̂  ‘ -value of zero, so that player X^ wins 
when he plays according to his strategy. □  (Claim 2)
C laim s. If ( )GT'^"°' T""""’ \ORD'x^_pf‘ (i.e. ( ) g ORD^°' and ( )g O R o g ^ ^ ')
and G satisfies (X,, A ) , then player X3 has a winning strategy for G.
Assume ( \ORD^]^^' and G satisfies (X„ A ) > ^ ^ ( X 2, A ) .
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We will describe a strategy for player X, such that positions according to player X3 ’s 
strategy are in \ ORD^J ' ; then we shall show that the strategy must be a
winning strategy for player X3. We shall first show that no move by player X, or player
X; can take a position in = T^"°' \ ORD^J ‘ to a position outside
_ jx,.D,  ̂ j  describe the strategy for player X3.
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  e T^' “'XORD^^p First suppose it isX2,D2
player X, ’s turn to move. By the definition of ORD^', p1(w) e T^""' for any move m
by player X ,. Then V^/w[p'^(/w) e T*"°^ J by the Sup/NH Lemma, since: p  e  T^"'^', 
V^/w[p~(w) e T^' °' ] ,  X , X 2, and it is not player X^ ’s turn to move. 
Therefore, since p f  g ORD^J p̂  ‘ , for all legal moves m by player X ,,
Now suppose it is player X; ’s turn to move. Then y'''m^p^{m) e T^' °' J by the
Sup/NH Lemma since: p  e  T^"°', P~{m) e T^" J , X, X ,, and it is not
player X, ’s turn to move. Since p^{m) e T^""' and p  g ORD^J p̂  ‘ , by the definition of
. Therefore, for all legal moves m by
player X^, p J m ) e T ^ ^ ’̂  ̂ XORD Ĵp  ̂ ' .
In summary, any legal move by player X, or X^ takes a position in T^" °" to a
position in TX2,D2
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Now suppose it is player X3 ’s turn to m ove/ Sinee p  e  T^' °' and p  i  ' ,
by the usual sup-argument 3m g  T?"°' p''(m) g  ‘ /  The strategy for player X3 is
to play such an m in which p  (m) g  =  T^' ° '  \  ORD^  ̂ ' .
Consequently we have shown that:
^  (§)
when 7M is a legal move by players X, or X; or when /w is a move by player X3 and
p''(m) is according to player X3 ’s strategy.
Suppose y  is a play according to player X3 ’s strategy. Since ( ) g  , by (§  ), 
37(«)gT^-'^- =T^' ‘̂ ' XORDx^p ' for every «. Therefore y(n) has neither ORDx°'-value
of zero nor ORD^Jp  ̂ ' -value of zero so that neither player X, nor X; wins. Thus 3; is a 
win for player X3. □  (Claim 3)
Thus, by Claims 1, 2, and 3, the canonical three-player biased open game 
G(x̂  Xj X3) ( A ’ a )  is determined. □  (Theorem 5.4)
As we noted after Theorem 3.19, the same conclusion can be formed after Theorem 
5.4. Players can be restricted to only make moves that do not stray outside the existing
 ̂Since p  e T̂ ' by the usual sup-argument there exists a move m such that p  (m) e  T '̂ Therefore, 
since X,  , p  (m) e T ^ ' f o r  any legal move by player X3 .
f> X D 3 .0)That we can find one OT such that both »i e  T -’’ ' and p  (m) g ORD ' „ is the reason we used
P  A j  ,U2
3 D  3 T ^ ’
ORD^^  ̂ instead of ORDj^  ̂ p̂  .
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ordinal values of a position in a canonical three-player game:
Corollary 5.5. Let D, and A  be perpendicular sets of positions and
{X,, X j, X3} = {I, n, in} represent the three players in any order. Determined is any
infinite three-player game of perfect information in which:
(i) at most one player has a payoff set that is not open,
(ii) at every position, there is a move m such that at the resulting position, no 
player other than possibly the player making the move m has a winning 
strategy, and
(iii) each player is required to make such a move m.
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CHAPTER 6
DETERMINACY OF MULTIPLAYER 
BIASED GAMES
In Chapter 5 we showed that with certain restrictions on a player “not helping” his 
opponent we had determinacy o f three-player biased open games. Theorem 5.4 gave us a 
general proof to obtain determinacy of three-player biased open games. In Chapter 6 we 
generalize the proof (of Theorem 5.4) to obtain determinacy of four-player biased open 
games, and then further generalize the proof to obtain determinacy of multiplayer biased 
open games.
In Defintion 6.2 below, we generalize the definition of the three-player game 
AxpXj.x,) ( A ’ A )  (from Defintion 5.1(ii)) to the four-player game
A x1.X2.X3.X4) (A ; A ’ A )  and in Definition 6.? to (n+l)-player games
Ax,.X2,...,x„p)(A’ A ’- " ’ A ) -
Ax, X; X3 X4) ( A ’ A )  a )  we define to be the four-player biased open game in 
which:
(i) Player X, has open payoff set O(D^) for I < / < 3.
(ii) Player X, cannot help player Y for every X and for every Y g {X, X4 j such
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thal(X,Y)#(X4,X3)'
Now let us build up to formally defining Xj.Xj X4) ( A ’ A ’ A )
Recall from Definition 3.10 for three player games. We shall
generalize this to multiplayer games.
Definition 6.1. Definition of player Z not helping player Y in T with respect to E  in.
(i) A /r-player game G satisfies (Y, Ey ,T^ )  (Read: player Z doesn’t
“help” player Y in the restricted tree, , of player Y with respect to the set Ey
of positions) iff Y and Z are (different) players of the game G and the following 
holds:
If ^ e TXORDy g and if 3z such that q''(z) e TXORDy'g , then in the game G player Z 
may only play m such that q'^{rn) e TXORDy g .
(ii) (Z, A , (Y ,A , T^) abbreviates: (Y, E y X ^  and
Notice Z ( Y ,  Ey,T'^)  is our new notation for Z  - ~ ^ ^ Y  from 
Definition 3.10. □  (Definition 6.1)
Definition 6.2. Definition of the canonical four-player biased open games.
(i) Let A , D^, and A , be pairwise perpendicular sets of positions and let
' So “ X4 X3 ” is not one of the conditions.
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{x,, X ;, X3, X4} = (I, II, III, rv } . which players respectively have 
(9(A ), (9 (A ), and 0 ( A )  as payoff sets.
Inductively define as follows:
(a) = entire game tree.
(b) = { p e
When 4 and A  are clear from the context, we write T^' for
We define x̂  x̂  X4> (A ’ A ’ A )  to be the four-player biased open game in 
which:
o player X, has payoff set 0 (A )  for 1 < / < 3,
o G satisfies (X,, A , T""' ) ( X, , A ,  T^"'),
(X 2 ,A ,T '':)^ ^ ^ (X 3,A ,T ''0 , (X„A ,T''')^^^(X3,A ,T'''),and
o X4_ . . , ' ' ^ (X „ A ,T ''') ,a n d  X4^ " .'>4<-T(X2,A ,T '': ) . /
(ii) A four player game G is a canonical four-player biased open game if  G is
Ax, X; X3 X4) ( A ’ A ’ a )  for some pairwise perpendicular sets A , A ’ ^^^
A , and for some permutation X,, X^, X3, X^ of players I, II, III, IV.
□  (Definition 6.2)
 ̂Other than a player being allowed to help oneself, only player X4, the player with the complemental 
(possibly non-open) payoff, may try to help another player and moreover player X4 may only try to help 
player X ,, the last player with designated open payoff. Helping and/or not helping X4 is not defined since 
he possibly doesn’t have open payoff.
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Theorem 6.3. All canonical four-player biased open games are determined, i.e. for 
{Xj, Xj, X3, X4} = {I, II, III, IV} and for any pairwise perpendicular sets D,, A ,  and
A , of positions, (A , A» A )  is determined. That is, we have the
determinacy of any four-player biased open game G with players X,, X%, and X3 having 
open payoff sets and in which G satisfies the following:
(X„ A , T ' " ' ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ( X 2, A ,  ( X 2 ,A ,T ' 'A ^ z ^ ( X 3 ,A ,T ' '^ ) ,  
( X „ A , T ' ' ' ) ^ ^ ^ ( X 3, A , T ' ' l , X 4^ j ! ^ ( X „ A , T ' ' ' ) , a n d
(Xj, A ,T ^- ) . Here we drop the A ’s and the T^' ’s (from the non-helping 
conditions) since these are clear from the context. We drop the D̂  ’s from '
since these are also elear from the context.
Proof. Let A , A  ’ and A , be pairwise perpendicular sets of positions. Let 
{X,, Xj, X3, X4} = {I, II, III, IV} designate the players and
G = G(x̂  V X4) ( A ’ A ’ A )  be as in the hypothesis to the theorem. We will show
one of players has a winning strategy.
Let’s first summarize which non-helping conditions are used to construct winning
strategies for which players. When ( ) e  ORD^  ̂ ° , no restrictions shall be used to defihe
a winning strategy for player X ,. When ( ) e ORd};̂  ' ,  we shall use the non-helping 
condtions X, and X^ to define a winning strategy for player X ; .
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When ( ) e ORD},} ' ,  we shall use the non-helping conditions ,
, and to define a winning strategy for player X3. When
( ) e  \  ORD ' (i.e. when the ( ) has no ordinal value for any player), we
shall use that G satisfies that no pair of X,, X^, or X3 may help one another (i.e.
Xi^ / ^ ' ^ X ,, X^^ / Ê z i X . , and X j^ z l^ ^ X , ) to define a winning strategy for player
X , /
When ( ) e ORD .̂ , we shall want to inductively show q e ORD  ̂ for any legal
play q that is aceording to X, ’s strategy. To do this, we shall first show q e  T^‘ , then
show q e T^^, - -, and finally show q e T^'~'. In doing this for the eases in whieh / 1, a
particular argument is repeated, whieh we now present:
Sup/Non-Helping (Sup/NH) Lemma'* If p  e T ^ ', y ' ^m^pfm)  e T^'"' , U is a player
different than player X, sueh that U , and if it is player U’s turn to move at 
position p , then y ^ m ^ p f m )  e T^' J .
 ̂When ( > has restricted ordinal for a player P, we need to be concerned that some player may make a 
move resulting in a position with (possibly restricted) ordinal for some “earlier” player (earlier in terms of 
the sequence X ,, X3 , not in terms o f the order of play). So when ( ) has restricted ordinal for a
player P, then the only players who may help an “earlier” player Q, are players P and Q. We don’t care if 
players help player P or any “later” player.
When ( ) has no restricted ordinal for any player, then only the last player may help and he may help any
other player, i.e. no two players from X ,, X j, X3 may help one another.
 ̂We call this the Sup/NH Lemma, because its proof uses the usual sup-argument to get that is possible to 
not help player Xj  (when U X, ) and then uses U t o  get the conclusion holds.
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Proof. Suppose p  g  T ^ ', y ^ m [ p f m )  g  T""'-' ] ,  U ^  X ,, U^ ii ^ X,, and it is not 
player X, ’s turn to move. Show ^1(7») G " and p''(/w) îï ORD^A for any legal move
m.
Since p  g  T ^ '‘ , p  g ORD̂ }̂  ' ' ,  and since U 9̂  X ,, by the sup-argument
. Therefore, it is possible for player U not to help player
X j . Since , for any legal move m by player U, p''{m) g ORD^  ̂ ' ' .
Therefore, since y ^ m ^ p f m )  g  T '̂~' J (see the Lemma’s hypothesis.
3 m G T ;
y  m p^(m)  G T""̂  = T^" \ ORD .̂j’"'' ]  . □ (Sup/NH Lemma)
Claim 0 . The canonical four-player biased open game Axj.x^.Xj.x^iCA’ A ’ A )  is 
determined.
This follows from Claims 1, 2, 3, and 4, below.
Claim 1. If ( ) G ORD^  ̂ " , then player I has a winning strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) g  ORD^  ̂ " . The strategy for player X, is to play a move that strictly
decreases the value of ORd};̂  " until we reach a position with ORd};^  ̂- value of zero.
Due to the definition of ORD^^^ , no move by player X^, X^, or X^ can take a position
in ORDx  ̂ ° to a position outside ORD^^^ or to a position with higher ORD^  ̂ " - value. 
Therefore any position completing a later inning will have a strictly lower
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ORDx^^ - value than positions from earlier innings with nonzero ORD^  ̂ ° - value (strictly 
lower, due to player X, ’s move). Consequently, since there is no infinite strictly 
decreasing sequence of ordinals, eventually a position is reached with ORD^^^ - value of 
zero, so that player X, wins. □  (Claim 1)
Claim 2 If ( ) e ORD^  ̂ ' (so that ( ) g ORD^  ̂ " ) and if G satisfies X3 and
X^ __heip:::^X ,̂ then player II has a winning strategy for G.
Assume ( ) e ORd};^’ and G satisfies X , ^ ^ X ,  and X^^ ^ X ,. We will 
describe a strategy for player X^ such that positions according to player X% ’s strategy 
are in ORD^  ̂ ' (and in particular in T^' ). Player X^ ’s strategy will be to play a move
that strictly decreases the value of ORD^  ̂ ' until we reach a position with ORd};  ̂ ' - value 
of zero. We shall first show that no move by players X3 or X^ can take a position in 
ORDx} ' to a position outside ORD̂ }̂  ' or to a position with higher ORD̂ }̂  ‘ - value.
Then we show the same holds for player X ,. Finally, we provide the details about player 
X; ’s winning strategy. Since ( ) e ORD^J ' , ( ) e T^' .
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  e  ORD̂ ’̂} ' (and therefore p  e  T^' ). 
Suppose it is neither player X, ’s nor player X^ ’s turn to move. Then it is player U’s turn 
to move where U is either player X3 or player X^. For any legal move m, we first show:
(i) m eT ^ '
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and then show
ORD̂ '̂ 4  and ORD];̂ ' (p lm )) < ORD},̂ ' (p ) .
Since ^  g T ^ ', y ^ m ^ p \ m )  g T^“ J , U # X ,, , and since it is not playerX, ’s
turn to move, by the Sup/NH Lemma, \f^m^p''{m) g T^' J /  Therefore, since 
p  G ORDx]̂  ' and U g: X2, we have for any legal move m by player U,
ORD^J ' ( pE{m)) 4  and ORD̂ }̂  ' (p  (m)) < ORD^} (p ) by the definition of ORD ’̂̂  ' . 
This completes showing (i) and (ii) for when it is either player X3 or X^ ’s turn to move.
Now suppose it is player X, ’s turn to move. Recall p  g  ORD^J ' (and therefore 
p  G T^' ). By the definition of ORD^^^ , p  (m) g T^' for any move m by player X ,. 
Since p f m )  g  T^' and p  g  ORD^J ' ,  ORD^  ̂ ' ( p''(m)) 4 and
ORDx}̂  ’ (^~(aw)) < ORDxJ { p ) ’ Isgal move m, by the definition of ORD^J '
Now suppose it is player X^ ’s turn to move. In this case we describe player X^ ’s 
strategy. Recall p  g  ORo};  ̂ ' .  If the ORD̂ ’̂̂  ' (p )  > 0, then by the definition of ORD^  ̂ ' ,
 ̂Since p  e  T '̂ (i.e. p  g ORD̂  ̂ ) and since U # , by the usual sup-argument p  (#w) g ORD^^ for
some move m e T?'. Therefore it is possible for player U not to help player X ,. Since , for
-Xq
any legal move m by player U we have p  (m) 0  ORD̂ ^
4.T’ Player X, couldn’t make a move resulting in a position outside of T ' by the definition of ORD̂ J
Xo
whereas players X3 and X  ̂ also couldn’t play such a move but due to a different reason: the (non-
4helping) rules. All these players couldn’t make a move resulting in a position outside ORD̂ ^̂  by the
• • 4definition of ORD ’
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there exists a move m e Tp such that ORD^} ' (p  {fn)) 4 and
ORD̂ ’}̂ ' ( p f m ) )  < ORD^  ̂ ' (^ )  ; it is player ’s strategy to play such an m.
In summary, any legal move by a player X ,, X3, or X^ takes a position in ORd};  ̂ ' 
to a position in ORO}̂ } ' with no larger ORD^  ̂ ' - value and player X^ ’s strategy results 
in his making moves which strictly decreases the ORD^} ' - value until we reach a 
position with ORD^J ' - value of zero. Since there is no infinite strictly decreasing 
sequence of ordinals, eventually a position is reached with ORd};} ' - value of zero, so that 
player X^ wins. □  (Claim 2)
Claim 3. If ( ) e ORD^}  ̂ ( so that ( )g  ORD^  ̂ ” and ( ORD̂ ’} ’ ) and if G satisfies
X j ^ z ^ ^ X , , , and X^^^^terA^X,, then player X3 has a winning
strategy.
Assume ( ) g ORD̂ ’}̂  ̂ and G satisfies X j ^ z ^ ^ X , , , and
X ^ —f^ ë E ^ X j . In Claim 2 we showed that a particular strategy for player X^ is a 
winning strategy. Now we show that a particular strategy for player X3 is a winning 
strategy. The proof is almost the same as that of Claim 2, with player X3 taking on the 
role that player X; had in Claim 2.
We will describe a strategy for player X3 such that positions according to player
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Xj ’s strategy are in ORD^J  ̂ (and in particular in ). Player X3’s strategy will be to 
play a move that strictly decreases the value of ORd};}̂   ̂ until we reach a position with 
ORDx}  ̂- value of zero. We shall first show that no move by players X ,, X^ ,or X^ can 
take a position in ORd};  ̂  ̂ to a position outside ORD^} ^ , or to a position with higher 
ORDx}  ̂- value. Then we provide the details of player X3 ’s winning strategy. Since 
< ) e O R D " ’‘’ ,<
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  e ORd};}  ̂ (and therefore
p  G T^  ̂Ç T^' ). Suppose it is not player X3 ’s turn to move. Then it is player U’s turn to 
move where U 9̂  X3. For any legal move m, we first show
(i) MGTp,
then show
(ii) 7M G T ^ \
and finally show
(iii) (p lm )) 4 and (p lm )) < ORD^^]^' ( f  ) .
We shall use the Sup/NH Lemma and the definition of ORD̂ ’̂ ^ when it is player X, ’s 
turn to move to show (i). We shall use the Sup/NH Lemma and the definition of 
ORD^  ̂ ' when it is player X^ ’s turn to move to show (ii).
Recall it is player U’s (not X3’s) turn to move and p  g  ORD^}  ̂ so that p  g  T^' . If
U = X ,, m G Tp for any move m by the definition of ORD  ̂ . Also if U 9̂  X ,, then
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\/^m\^p''{rri) e  J by the Sup/NH Lemma, since; p  e  T ^ ', y^m^pfm' )  e  T̂ ® J ,
U , and it is not player X, ’s turn to move. Thus, in either case, we have 
shown (i), i.e ĵ m e Tp J . Since p  e T^  ̂and e Tp j , if  U = X^,
pEini) g ORDx}̂  ' for any move m by the definition of ORD̂ }̂  ' ; i.e. V^7w[^p''(/w) e T^  ̂J . 
Also if U 9t X2, then V^m p  {m) e T^^ J by the Sup/NH Lemma, since; p  e T^^, 
y^m \^p \m ) e T^- J , U , and it is not player X 2’s turn to move. Thus, in 
either case, we have shown (ii), i.e. \/^m  e TÎ^ J . Recall p  e ORD^J  ̂ and it is player 
U’s (not X3’s) turn to move so for any legal move m, ORD̂ }̂   ̂ (^pfm)) 4 and 
ORD̂ ’}  ̂ (pn(/w)) < ORD̂ ^̂  (p )  by the definition of ORD̂ }̂  ^ . This completes showing
(i), (ii), and (iii) when it is either player X ,, X2 or X^ ’s turn to move.
Now suppose it is player X3 ’s turn to move. In this case, we describe player X3 ’s 
strategy. Recall p  e ORD^} ^ . If ORD̂ }̂   ̂ (^ )  > 0 , then by the definiton of ORD};}  ̂
there exists a move m e  T?  ̂ such that ORD^}  ̂{^pTimf) 4 and 
ORDx}̂   ̂(^"(ffj)) < ORD};}  ̂ (p )  ; it is player X3’s strategy to play such an m.
In summary, any legal move by a player X,, X2, or X^ takes a position in ORD̂ }̂̂   ̂ to 
a position in ORD̂ ’}  ̂ with no larger ORd};}  ̂- value and player X3 ’s strategy results in 
his making moves which strictly decreases the ORD̂ }̂   ̂- value until we reach a position 
with ORDx  ̂  ̂- value of zero. Since there is no infinite strictly decreasing sequence of
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ordinals, eventually a position is reached with ORD^  ̂  ̂- value of zero, so that player X3 
wins the game. □  (Claim 3)
Claim 4. If ( )€  \ ( s o  that ( ) g , < > 2  ORD^^ '̂ , and
( ) 2 ORD^  ̂  ̂) and if  G satisfies that no pair of X ,, X^, and X3 may help one another
(i.e. X , ^ z ^ ^ X , ,  X , ^ z ^ ^ X . , and X ^ ^ z ^ ^ X .  ), then player X^ has a winning 
strategy for G.
Assume ( ) e \ ORD^J  ̂ and that no pair of X ,, X^, and X3 may help one
another. We will describe a strategy for player X^ such that positions according to 
player X^ ’s strategy are in \ ORD ’̂̂   ̂ ; then we shall show that the strategy
must be a winning strategy for player X^. We shall first show that no move by any 
player U, where U X^, can take a position in \ ORD^  ̂ to a position outside
j^3 _ yX;  ̂oRD^’̂   ̂ . Then we describe the strategy for player X ^. Recall
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  e  (so that
p  e Ç Ç T^' Ç T̂ ® ). Suppose it is player U’s turn to move, where U 5̂  X^. For 
any legal move m we show that
(i) m e T p ,
then show
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(ü)
and finally show
(üi) m e ? ; : .
We shall use the Sup/NH Lemma and the definition of ORD^  ̂ " when it is player X, ’s 
turn to move to show (i). We shall use the Sup/NH Lemma and the definition of 
ORD^J ' when it is player X  ̂’s turn to move to show (ii). We shall use the Sup/NH
Lemma and the definition of ORD^  ̂  ̂ to show (iii).
Recall it is player U ’s (notX^ ’s) turn to move and p  g  s o  that p  g  T ^ ' . If
U = X ,, m G Tp for any move m by the definition of ORD% . Also if U X ,, then
p''{m) G T^' J by the Sup/NH Lemma, since; p  g  T ^ ',  e  J ,
U , and it is not player X, ’s turn to move. Thus, in either case, we have
shown (i), i.e g  Tp J . Just as we have now shown that g  Tp J , the same
argument gives that g T?^ j  and g T p  J . To show g T^  ̂J
recall it is player U’s turn to move, p  g T^  ̂, and V̂ /wĵ /w G Tp J . Therefore, if U = X^, 
m G T^  ̂ for any (legal) move m by the definition of ORD^  ̂ ' . Also if U ^ X j, then 
V^/w[^P''(/w)gT^^ J by the Sup/NH Lemma, since: ^  G T^^, V^/wj^p''(/«) g T ^ 'J ,
, and it is not player X^ ’s turn to move. Thus, in either case, we have
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shown (ii), i.e. V /̂w[^m e  J . Finally the same argument gives that e  T?’ J
This completes showing (i), (ii), and (iii) when it is either player X,, X^, or X3 ’s turn to
move.
Suppose it is player X^ ’s turn to move. Since p  e  T^  ̂ and p  2 ORD^  ̂ ^ , by the 
usual sup-argument, 3m e T?  ̂ p  {m) 2 ORD^  ̂ ^ . The strategy for player X  ̂ is to play 
such an m, (i.e. that p \m )  e T^  ̂ = T^  ̂\ ORD^  ̂  ̂).*
We now explain why player X^ ’s strategy is a winning strategy. We have shown 
that any legal move by a player X,, X^, or X3 takes a position in T̂ ® to a position in 
T^  ̂ and any move according to player X4 ’s strategy takes a position in T^  ̂ to a position 
in T^’ . Thus for any play ÿ  according to player X^ ’s strategy, ÿ{n) e T^  ̂ for every n. 
Therefore, since T^  ̂ g  T^  ̂ ç  T^' ç  T̂ ® we have y{n) 2 ORD^  ̂ ° , ÿ{n) 2 ORD^  ̂ ' ,  and
y{n) 2 ORD^  ̂ ' .  Hence ÿ is a loss for all players X ,, X^, or X3 and is therefore a win 
for player X ^. □  (Claim 4)
Thus Claim ) follows from Claims 1 ,2 ,3 , and 4. Thus the canonical four-player
’ Recall it is player U’s turn to move, p  e , and V̂ /w e  J . If U = , ms.  for any move
m by the definition of ORD̂ ’J . Also if U X3 , V*'/w p  {tn) e  J by the Sup/NH Lemma since: 
p  e , V̂ /̂w ĵ /w e  T Î' J , U 5̂; X , , , and it is not player X3 ’s turn to move. Thus, in either
case we have shown (iii), i.e. V^m e  J .
* Since p\m )  e c  T^', we have p  ĵn) 2 ORD̂ ’̂  , p \m )  2 ORD̂ 'J and p \m )  2 ORD̂ ’J .
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biased open game G^x„X2,X;.X4) (^ n  A ’ A )  is determined. □  (Theorem 6.3)
Now let us look at a generalized proof of a canonical multiplayer biased open game in 
which there are (« + 1) players.
Definition 6.4: Definition of canonical ( « +1 )-player biased open games.
(i). Let n > 2 .  Let A = (Aj ,  A^,  Aj ,  ■■■, A„_ ,̂ A^) be a sequence of pairwise
perpendicular sets of positions and let X = (X,, Xj, X3, ■ ■ - , X„, X„ ,̂ ) be the players one 
through (n + 1) in any order.
Let N  -  n + l .  Inductively define as follows:
T '̂Xo Do jg entire game tree.
= { /i€ T '_  I -  _ 'yN,X,.D/
Typically D, and N  = n + \ are clear from the context, in which case we write T^' for
j«+i,Xj,D, ^jgg write ORDx '̂ for ORD"'^^d* °î+l
Let Define j to be the (n+l)-player biased open game in which player X, has
payoff set 0(D, ) for 1 < / < « , and in which G satisfies:
o (X^, D^, T^) for all i< n  and j< n  such that j  and
o X „ ^ i^ Ü ^ ( X ^ ,  D„ T ') for all i < n .
(Other than a player being allowed to help oneself, only player X^^.,, the player with 
possibly non-open payoff, may try to help X „, the last player with designated open
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payoff. Helping and/or not helping player X̂ .̂, is not defined sinee he possibly doesn’t 
have open payoff.)
(ii) An ( n +1 )-player game G is a canonical (n + \)-player biased open game if G is 
G^{^L>y for some sequence D = (D,, ) of pairwise perpendicular sets of
positions and for some sequence X = (X ,, X^ X^, X„ ,̂ ) of players one through
( « +1 ). □  (Definition 6.4)
Theorem 6.5. Let n > 2 .  All i <n,  that is all canonical ( n +1 )-player biased open 
games are determined.
Proof. Let « > 2 , let D = (Dj, D„)be a sequence of pairwise perpendicular
sets of positions, and let X== (X ,, X j,..., X„, X„ ,̂ ) be the players one through ( « +1 ) in 
any order as in Definition 6.3. Let G be a ( n +1 )-player game in which player X, has 
payoff set G(D, ) if  1 < / < w. We will eventually show that G is determined if  G
satisfies; D^, T^) for all i <n  and j < n  such that / 2 j  and,
(X,, D,, T ') for all i <n .  Here we drop the D, ’s and T' ’s since these are
clear from the context.
As usual, we shall use ordinals of position, ORD  ̂ , for various players together with
the non-helping conditions to construct a winning strategy. In general we should not 
expect the non-helping conditions to exclude a given player from being helped by himself
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or by the player who will have a winning strategy.^ Therefore, if ( ) e ORD^ ' let us say
that essentially nobody helps player U if the only players allowed to help player U are
players U and X, (i.e. for every player X, X o r  X e {U, X.} ) Let’s first
summarize which non-helping conditions are used to construct winning strategies for 
which players. When ( ) e ORD% , we shall define a winning strategy for player X,
without using any restrictions. When 2 < i < n  and ( ) e ORD^' ' ,  we shall use the non­
helping conditions that essentially nobody can help players X,, X^, , X,_,, i.e.
for any k < i  and any j ^ { k , i ]  to define a winning strategy for player 
X, .*® When ( ) e T^" =tX" > XoRD^^  ̂ (i.e. when the ( ) has no ordinal for any players),
we shall use the non-helping conditions (i.e. for all i < n and ally < n
such that y 2  / )* * which state no pair of players X,, X%, • ■ •, X„ may help each other to 
define a winning strategy for player X„^,.
As in Theorem 6.3, we shall also use the following:
Sup/Non-Helping (Sup/NH) Lemma: If ^  e T ^ ', V‘'/w[^p''(/«) e  TX-' J , U is a player 
different than player X. such that , and if it is player U’s turn to move at
position p , then p^im) e TX' J .
® The winning strategy for such a player will include that he doesn’t help the other player and therefore a 
non-helping rule for this is not needed.
Analogous to footnote #1, when ( ) has restricted ordinal for a player X. ( 2 < i < n ) ,  then the only
players who may help an “earlier” player X̂  (k < i) are players X. and X^.
" When ( ) has no restricted ordinal for any player, then only the last player may help and he may help 
any other player.
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The proof of the Sup/NH Lemma is the same as that presented in Theorem 6.1. Also 
a description of the manner in which the Lemma is used is presented in the paragraph 
preceding its statement in Theorem 6.3.
Claim 0. G is determined if  G satisfies (Xj,  Dy, T^) for all i < n  and J < n
such that y , and D,, T ') for all i <n
This follows from the Claims 1 through (n +1) below
Claim 1. If ( ) e ORD  ̂ , then player X, has a winning strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) e ORD̂  . The strategy for player X, is to play a move that strictly 
decreases the value of ORD̂  ̂ until we reach a position with ORD̂  - value of zero. Due to 
the definition of ORD̂  , no move by a player X^, X 3 , • • •, X„, or X„̂ , can take a position 
in ORDx to a position outside ORD̂  or with higher ORD̂  - value. Therefore any 
position completing a later inning will have a strictly lower ORD̂  ̂ - value than positions 
from earlier innings with nonzero ORD̂  - value. Consequently, since there is no infinite 
strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals, eventually a position is reached with 
ORD̂  - value of zero, so that player X, wins. □  (Claim l)
Claim 2. If ( ) e ORD̂ '̂ (so that ( ) 2  ORD̂  ), and G satisfies X.^^^Er^x,, for 
/ e  {3, 4, 5,...,«  + 1}, then player II has a winning strategy for G.
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Assume ( ) e ORD  ̂' and G satisifies X, X, for / g {3, 4, 5 , + 1 }  We will
describe a strategy for player X^ such that positions according to player X^ ’s strategy 
are in ORD^ '̂ (and therefore in T^' ). Player X^ ’s strategy will be to play a move that
strictly decreases the value of ORD^  ̂ until we reach a position with ORD  ̂ - value of 
zero. We shall first show that no move by players X ,, X^, • • - , or X„_̂ , can take a positon 
in ORD̂ '̂ to a position outside ORD^ '̂ or with higher ORD̂ *' - value. Then we will show 
the same for player X ,. Finally we shall provide more details about player Xj ’s winning 
strategy. Since ( ) g ORD̂ '̂ , ( ) g T ^ '.
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  g ORD^J (and therefore p  g T^' ). 
Suppose it is player Xy ’s turn to move where 3 < y < « +1 (so that it is neither player X, 




(ii) ORD^"‘ (p lm ))  i  andORD^"' ( p j m ) )  < ORD "̂' ( p ) .
Since p  g T ^ ', V^w[p~(m) g T^" j , X - 2  X ,, X , and since it is not player
X j’s turn to move, by the Sup/NH Lemma, V^w[^p"(m) g T^' J . Therefore, since 
p  G ORD^r and Xy ^X ^, (y 2=2), we have for any legal move m by player Xy,
ORDx ' (p"(/w)) 4- and ORDx̂ ‘ (pl(m )) < ORD^ '̂ ( p ) , by the definition of ORD̂ '̂ . This
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completes showing (i) and (ii) when it is neither player X, nor player X^ ’s turn to move.
Now suppose it player X, ’s turn to move. Recall p  e ORD^  ̂ (and therefore 
p  e JX' ). By the definition of ORD  ̂ , p''{m) e JX' for any move m by player X ,. Sinee 
p^im) e JX' and p  e ORD  ̂' ,  ORD^J (p''(m)) 4- and ORD̂ *' (p"(/w)) < ORD̂ '̂ ( p ) , for
any legal move m by player X ,, by the definition of ORD̂ '̂ .
Now suppose it is player X  ̂’s turn to move. In this case we describe player X  ̂’s 
strategy. Recall p  e  ORD  ̂‘ . If ORD^J (p )  > 0 , then there exists a move m such that
ORDx̂ ' (pH(m)) 4- and ORD̂ '̂ (p"(m)) < ORD  ̂' (p ) ; it is player X; ’s strategy to play 
such an m.
In summary, any legal move by any player X , , where j  ^ 2 ,  takes a position in
ORD  ̂' to a position in ORD^J with no larger ORD  ̂' - value and player X^ ’s strategy
results in his making moves which strictly decreases the ORD^ '̂ - value until we reach a
position with ORD^J - value of zero. Since there is no infinite strietly decreasing
sequenee of ordinals, eventually a position is reached with ORD^ '̂ - value of zero, so that 
player X^ wins. □  (Claim 2)
Claim I. If ( ) e ORD  ̂ ' for some i such that 3< i < n, then player X, has a winning 
strategy for G when G satisfies that essentailly nobody helps players X ,,X ;.. .X,_,, i.e G 
satisfies X^ for any k < i and any j  2 {A:,/} .
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(so that ( ) 2 ORDx_, ( )2 0 R D ^ , " , ( > 2 ORD^' ).
Since ( ) 2 ORD  ̂ , ( ) 2 ORD^*', • • •, ( ) 2 ORD^"^, assume ( ) e ORD  ̂' ' , and G 
satisfies that essentailly nobody helps players .. .X,_,. In Claim 2 we showed that
a particular strategy for player X^ is a winning strategy. Here we will show that a 
particular strategy for player X, is a winning strategy. The proof (for Case i) is almost 
the same as that of Case 2, with player X, taking on the role that player X^ had in Case 
2. We shall first show that
(*) no move by any player U, where U ^  X, can take a position in ORD ̂  to
a position outside ORD ̂  ' or to a position with higher ORD ̂  ' -value.
Then we describe the (usual) strategy for player X. and show that it is a winning 
strategy. Player X, ’s strategy will be to play a move that strictly decreases the value of
ORDx ‘ until we reach a position with ORD  ̂ -value of zero. Since ( ) e ORD  ̂ ,
( ) g TX'->.
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that peORD^ ' (so that
p  e  T^" Ç T^" Ç - T^' Ç T̂ ® and p  2 ORD^  ̂  ̂). Suppose it is player U’s turn to move 
where U 2 X ,. For any legal move m, we first show
(1) m s T ^ ' , /M sT^:, - -, and m eT ? '- ', i.e. VA: < / - !  e T?‘ J ,
Our first step in showing this is to show that no move by player U, when U # X ,, can take a position in
t ’* " to a position outside t ’'" . We shall use the Sup-Non-Helping Lemma and the definition of ord^ 
when k < i  to show this (first step).
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and then show
(2) ORD^' (p irn ))  4r and ORD^'" (p~(m)) < ORD '̂"' (p) .
First we shall prove (1) by induction on k. (1) trivally holds for A; = 0
e T̂ ® J).  Fix 1 < j  < i - \ ,  assume as the Induction Hypothesis V^m
and show (1) holds at k = j . If U = (recall it is player U’s turn to move), we shall 
use both the definition of ORD  ̂ and the Induction Hypothesis V^mj^p''(m) e T̂ "̂' J to 
get y^m \^p\rn) e j  . If U 2̂  X^, we shall use the Sup/NH Lemma and the Induction 
Hypothesis to get V /̂w p  {^)  E .
Recall peORD^ " (and therefore e ' ) and it is player U ’s turn to move. If 
U = X^, then since p  e , p^{m) 2 ORD  ̂' for any move m by player Xy by the 
definition of ORD  ̂' and V^/« e  T?'"' j  (by the Induction Hyposthesis). Therefore, 
e T^" j . Also if  U 2  Xy, then by the Sup/NH Lemma V^m j^p1(m) e T^" 
p  e T^", e tX  ̂' J (by the Induction Hypothesis), U , and it is not
player Xy’s turn to make a move. Therefore, in either case, for any legal move m by 
player U, m e T ^ '. Consequently, using induction we have shown
(1) VA:</-1 V"-m[meTX*]; 
in particular we have m e TX'-‘ .
since:
ORD̂  makes sense since 1 < y < 1 -1 .
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Now we show that (2) ORD  ̂ ' {p^ini)) i  and ORD  ̂ ' [p''{m)) < ORD  ̂' ' (^ )  holds. 
Since p  e  ORD  ̂' ' and e jX'-' J (by (1)), we have for any legal move m,
ORD  ̂' ' {p {m)) i  and ORD  ̂ ' {p {fn)) < ORD  ̂ ' (^ ) ,  by the defintion of ORD  ̂ ' .
This completes our proof of (*).
Now suppose it is player X.  ’s turn to move. In this case, we describe player X, ’s
strategy. Recall p  e ORD  ̂ . If ORD  ̂ ' (^ ) > 0 then there exists a move m e T?'"' such
that ORD  ̂ ' {p (jn)) 4- and ORD  ̂ [p''(m)) < ORD  ̂' ' (p ) ; it is player X, ’s strategy to 
play such an m.
In summary, any legal move by any player X , , where 7 2 /, takes a position in
ORD  ̂ to a position in ORD  ̂ ' with no larger ORD  ̂ ' -value and player X, 's strategy
results in his making moves which strictly decreases the ORD  ̂ ' -value until we reach a
position with ORD  ̂ ' -value of zero. Since there is no infinite strictly decreasing
sequence of ordinals, eventually a position is reached with ORD  ̂ ' -value of zero, so that 
player X. wins. □  (Claim /)
Case (« + !). If ( )gTX" =tX" ' \ ORD  ̂" (so that ( )gTX' and( ) 2 ORD  ̂' ' for all
/ < « ) and if G satisfies X. X . for all i< n  and for all j  < n such that / 2  j , then
player (n +1) has a winning strategy for the game G.
Assume ( ) g TX" = tX"' \ ORD  ̂ and if G satisfies X, —^ ^ X .  for all i< n  and
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for all j  <n such that / 2  j . We will describe a strategy for player such that 
positions according to player X„ ,̂ ’s strategy are in T^" = yX" ' XORD  ̂" ' ; then we shall 
show that the strategy must be a winning strategy for player X„^,. We shall first show 
that
(**) no move by any player U, where U 2  X„^,, can take a position in jX”-' \ 
to a position outside jX" ‘ \ ORD  ̂" .
Then we describe the strategy for player X„^,. Recall ( ) e TX” = t X" ' \ ORD  ̂" ' .
Consider an arbitrary position p  such that p  e TX” = tX" ' \ ORD  ̂” ' (so that
p  e TX" Ç TX"-' - g  TX' ç  TX® ). Suppose it is player U’s turn to move, where U 2 X n+\ '
For any legal move m we prove
(3) m e Tp , m& T^", , /we T^"-', and m e T^", i.e. VA: < w V /̂w ĵ /w e T^  ̂j ,
by induction on A. The proof of (3) is the same as that of (1) in Case i (A varies through 
k < i  in Case i and A varies through A < w +1 here). (3) trivally holds for A = 0. Fix
1 < j  <n, assume as the Induction Hypothesis V̂ /w[̂ /w e T^'"‘ J , and show (3) holds at 
A = 7  . If U = Xy, we shall use both the definition of ORD  ̂ and the Induction 
Hypothesis V^/wj^p''(/w)eT^' ' j  to get V''/wj^p'1(/w)eT^'j . If U 2  Xy, we shall use the 
Sup/NH Lemma and the Induction Hypothesis to get V /̂w p^im) e tX'
Recall p  e  TX"' and it is player U ’s turn to move. Since p  e TX" ' ç  T^' ' ,
If U = Xy, then since p  e tX^ , p''{m) 2 ORD  ̂' ' for any move m by player Xy by the
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definition of ORD  ̂' and V /̂w e ' j  (by the Induction Hypothesis).
' \ ORDx ' ' for any legal move m, i.e. e J . Also if  U 2  Xy, then by the
Sup/NH Lemma V*'/wp  (j^) G j  since: p  g w e  J , (by the Induction
Hypothesis), , and it is not player Xy' s turn to make a move. Therefore, in
either case, for any legal move m by player U, w e T^" . Consequently, using induction 
we have shown \ / k <n  V^/w[m e T?‘ J ; in particular we have m g T^" .
Suppose it is player X„ ,̂ ’s turn to move. In this case, we describe player X„ ,̂ ’s 
strategy. Recall p  g T^"-' \ ORD  ̂ , so by the usual sup-argument 
3m G TX"-' p''(m) 2 ORD  ̂" ' J . The strategy for player X^, is to play sueh an m (i.e., to
play m such that p''(jn) g tX” = tx»-' \ ORD  ̂ ).
We now explain why player X„ ,̂ ’s strategy is a winning strategy. We have shown 
that any legal move by any player X ,, where ! < / < « ,  takes a position in TX" to a 
position in TX" and any move according to player X„ ,̂ ’s strategy takes a position inTX" 
to a position in TX" . Thus for any play y  according to player X„ ĵ ’s strategy, 
y{n) G TX" for every n. Therefore, since tX" ç  TX" ‘ • • • ç  TX‘ c  TX“ we have 
y{n) 2 ORD  ̂ ' for 1 < /■ < « . In particular, for all n, y{n) does not have ORD  ̂ ' -value
of zero for ! < / < » .  Hence y  is a loss for all players X,, X^, X^, • ■ ■, X„ and is therefore 
a win for player X„^,. □  (Claim (« +1))
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Thus Claim 0 follows from Claims 1 through (w +1). Therefore, the game ,
this canonical (« +l)-player biased open game is determined. □  (Theorem 6.5)
A nice result from the proof of Theorem 6.5 yields the following corollary, which 
uses none of the non-helping conditions of an infinite game of perfect information.
Corollary 6.6. Let D = (D,, D2,...,D„_,, D„) be a sequence of pairwise perpendicular 
sets of positions, and let X= (X ,, X j,...,  X„, X„ ,̂ ) be the players one through ( « +1 ) in
any order. Determined is any infinite (n +l)-player game of perfect information in 
which:
(i) at most one player has a payoff set that is not open,
(ii) at every position, there is a move m such that at the resulting position, no 
player other than possibly the player making the move m has a winning 
strategy, and
(iii) each player is required to make such a move m.
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